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TO THE CITY- COUNCIL,




To the Members of the City Council:
As the chief magistrate of the city of Somersworth,
again the duty befalls me to speak with you relative to the
affairs of our municipality. At this time, I wish to express
my appreciation of the honor conferred upon me by a large
majority of the citizens of our city, as shown by the returns
of the election just held. Last year, upon my inauguration
into office, I could not feel other than that a very miportant
trust had been placed in my hands, but now, as I start on
my second year, it seems as though I am under greater ob-
ligations than before ; and though, of course, the legal
duty is no larger, the moral obligation is vastly greater
than upon my inception into office last year, by reason of
the confidence shown in me by so many of our citizens,
after one year spent in serving you as Mayor.
During the last year, I have aimed to practice econo-
my in the use of city funds in each and every department,
in so far as such economy was conducive to the good wel-
fare and best interests of our city and tax-payers therein.
FINANCIAL MARCH I, I912.
Water works bonds, $155,000 00
General indebtedness bonds, 90,000 00
General indebtedness notes, 50,149 79
Cemetery trust fund, 15-558 35
Chandler trust fund, 2,000 00
Total liabilities, $312,708 14
Cash on hand March 1,1912, $ 7,9^^4 49
Cemetery trust fund, 15.558 35
Chandler trust fund, 2,000 00
Total assets, $25,542 84
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FINANCIAL, MARCH I, I913.
Water works bonds, $152,000 00
General indebtedness bonds, 86,000 00
General indebtedness notes, 50,149 79
Cemetery trust fund, 15,808 35
Chandler trust fund, 2,000 00
Total liabilities, $305,958 14
(^ash on hand, March /, 1913, $ 6,492 14
Cemetery trust fund, 15,808 35
Chandler trust fund, 2,000 00
Total assets, $24,300 49
Net debt March 1, 1912, $287,165 30
Net debt March i, 1913, 281,657 65
Net decrease of indebtedness, $5,507 65
HIGHWAYS.
Last summer a new piece of macadamized road was
built on High street, extending from Pearl street to Wash-
ington street. A new gravel road was built on what is
commonly known as the "Salmon Falls road", extending
from the Standard Oil station to the Rollinsford line.
Another piece of gravel road was put in, running from near
the premises of Ernest S. Foss to the Canute farm. Our
State road has been treated with asphalt oil, so that the
stretch of road from Pearl street to the line of the city of
Dover has been pronounced by some to be one of the best
pieces of road in the State.
We have laid new sidewalks on Depot, South, Main
and Linden streets ; have re-covered the sidewalks on a
number of streets, and, taken as a whole, this department
of our city government has enjoyed a very busy year.
I recommend that the stretch of road lately built on
High street be oiled, so that it may become durable and
lasting, and be in the same condition as the remainder of
the road to Dover. I recommend, further, that we con-
tinue building as much as we arc able on the State road, so
called, so that eventually we may join the city of Rochester
and have a good highway between the two cities.
The macadam on High street, from Washington to
Fore street, also that extending from Washington to
Franklin street, on Main street, has become badly worn,
and I recommend that these two pieces of roadbed be re-
laid, if our finances will allow us to do so.
I desire also to suggest an innovation, in so far as our
city is concerned, with reference to keeping our streets in a
cleanly condition, and clear of all waste and refuse matter
which may accrue from time to time. To that end, I sug-
gest that the street department retain one man, whose duty
it shall be to keep the city's main thoroughfares free of all
paper, excrement, and all waste material. It seems to me
that we should have our streets clean, and the expense in-
curred would be a very small matter, as compared with the
gain made by having neat-appearing and sanitary streets.
SCHOOLS.
Education of the young has become one of the most
essential functions of our city government. Our schools
have been managed well during the last year. Financially,
the department has carried out the administration of its
affairs at less expense than the year preceding. Consider-
ing what an important matter the education of our youth is,
let us join hands and work in harmony, that the interests
of our children may be well served.
WATER WORKS.
The financial condition of the water works is very sat-
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isfactory. During the past year plans and specifications
have been received from three different firms of competent
engineers for re-placing the smaller pump with a larger one,
but nothing definite as yet has been done.
Under the orders of the special committee of the city
council and the water commissioners, a contract has been
made with the Electro Bleaching Gas Company to establish
a plant at the pumping station under a guarantee that their
liquid chlorine will kill all bacteria, and especially typhoid
germs, and expect to have it installed in the near future.
About three hundred cubic yards of sand has been re-
placed on the filter bed, which we believe will be of great
benefit.
FIRE DEPARTMENT.
The city has been exceedingly fortunate as regards
any occasion for the use of the fire department. There
have been very few fires, and those have been handled in a
thoroughly efficient way by the firemen. Perhaps it should
not be boasted of, but it is a fact that we have been with-
out any serious conflagration for a long time. The fire
alarm system has been far from satis'factory, and I believe
will continue to remain so, at least until the location of the
fire gong is changed.
FOREST GLADE CEMETERY.
The year just closed has been one of consistent im-
provement for this department, and the funds available for
the care and maintenance of the same have been very
judiciously managed.
The trust fund has increased substantially. Since the
straightening of the street line a few years ago, necessita-
ting the removal of the evergreen hedge, the board of
directors have had in mind the erecting of a suitable iron
fence, with the result that contributions were solicited from
lot owners and their friends for defraying the expense of
the same. The returns were gratifying, but in order that
there should be no delay, the city council voted to raise by
note, in anticipation of these donations, not more than
fifteen hundred dollars (1^1,50000). The material is now
here and the work will be completed as soon as conditions
permit.
The question of an ample water supply is a most
serious one in dry seasons, and it is to be hoped that some
means may be provided for extending the water service
pipes throughout the cemetery.
Modern methods in cemetery work are constantly be-
ing introduced, and such of these as are practical and for
the welfare of the department should be adopted.
PUBLIC LIBRARY.
Our public library has shown a steady improvement.
The library room has been repaired to some extent, and we
now have a nice, pleasant place for those to enter who may
care to do so. Too much praise and thanks cannot be
given to the library trustees for their earnest and able
efforts in endeavoring to make the library a success in e\-ery
particular.
ELECTRIC LIGHTS.
Our contract, entered into a little over a year ago with
the Twin State Gas & Electric Company, is still in force
and everything pertaining to such contract, generally
speaking, appears to be working successfully. The only
change in our system of lighting from one year ago is with
reference to lighting our streets all night.
We have now lights from darkness to dawn every
night, whereas formerly we were not allowed lights under
certain conditions, for instance, on moonlight nights.
There is so much trouble and discussion arising con-
tinually over wiring and poles of the lighting and telephone
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companies that I suggest the creating of a new committee,
whose duty it shall be to dispose of the matter of poles
and wires.
hp:alth.
In my remarks to you last year I made a statement to
the effect that there is law enough on our statute books, if
used by the health officers, to keep all parts of this city in a
sanitary condition ; that statement is just as true now as it
was then, and I sincerely hope in the year to come that the
board of health, by co-operation with the medical fraternity
of this city, will be able by a rigid enforcement of the law
to eradicate the contagious diseases with which our commu-
nity has been threatened during the last few months.
PARKS AND PLAY-GROUNDS.
Public play-grounds are now deemed a necessity almost
everywhere, more especially in those cities which have
shown a progressive spirit. Play-grounds for our children
have been a subject for discussion for some years, and I am
heartily in favor of any project which will tend to give
children a suitable place in which to play.
We should have at least two public parks in this city ;
one location for such a purpose which I have in mind par-
ticularly is the plot of land opposite the counting room of
the Great Falls Manufacturing Company, and I recommend
that we enter into negotiations with the proper parties for
the purpose of obtaining the same to be used as a park for
all our inhabitants.
CONCLUSION.
Gentlemen, I have spoken to you concerning a few of
the propositions which will come before us for consideration
during the ensuing year. As time goes on many things of
which I have not spoken, some of which it is impossible to
foresee at the present time, will come before us.
II
It is only by working together that we can accomplish
that which we desire most, namely, to make Somersworth a
good city and a well-managed one.
So let each of us make up his mind that he will dismiss
any petty difference which he may have with his fellow citi-
zen, or with his fellow ofificial, and have but one watchword
in any effort which he may exert as regards this city, and




The following is a statement of the vote of Ward i,
Ward 2, Ward 3, Ward 4, Ward 5, as declared by the mod-
erator of these respective wards, at the closing of the polls
on the twelfth day of March, 191 2 :
WARD ONE.
MAYOR.
Paul LaBonte, d, 85
William F. Russell, c, 120
COUNCILMAN, TWO YEARS.
John W. Morrill, d, 83
James D. Kennedy, c, 123
MEMBER OF SCHOOL BOARD, THREE YEARS.
Laurent J. Gaudreau, d,
'
87
Sidney F. Stevens, c, 119
MODERATOR.
John W. Morrill, d, 99
Barton M. Wentworth, r, 91
WARD CLERK.
Edward N. Gilbert, d, 83
Ralph C. Kimmens, c, 123
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SELECTMEN.
Arthur J. Madden, d, 83
John B. Lav'oie, d, 84
Pierre Lemelin, d, 84
Wilbur Jackson, c, 121
Lazarre Carrier, Jr., c, 123
Henry Warren, c, 122
WARD TWO.
MAYOR.
Paul LaBonte, d, 134
William F. Russell, c, 117
COUNCILMAN, TWO YEARS.
Ovila St. Jean, d, 140
Edward R. Lawson, c, in
MODERATOR.
F'red H. Brown, d, 154
Fred Weisner, r, 87
WARD CLERK.
Edward Elwell, d, 132
Frank Martin, Jr., c, 120
SELECTMEN.
Archie L. Jacques, d, 132
John F. Mullen, d, 131
Herbert H. Harvey, d, 132
Harry L. Brewster, c, 120
Mitchell Brooks, c, 121




Paul LaRonte, d, 114
William F. Russell, c, 83
COUNCILMAN, TWO YEARS.
Louis Grcgoire, Jr., d, 83
Joseph Routhier, c, iio
MODERATOR.
Fred Fournier, d, 100
John E. Spellman, r, 67
WARD CLERK.
Timothy J. Cullinan, d, 105
Peter J. Gahagan, c, 88
SELECTMEN.
Peter Gahagan, d, 102
Alphonse Carignan, d, 104
Joshua G. Bragdon, d, 104
Edward Magnan, c, 92
John Rowland, c, 88
Harry R. Smith, c, 89
WARD FOUR.
MAYOR.
Paul LaBonte, d, 201
William F. Russell, c, 86
COUNCILMAN, TWO YEARS.
E[)hrem Boucher, d, 180
Louis Hebert, c, 107
MODERATOR.
Richard Hanaghan, d, 224
George F. King, r, 37
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John J. McCarthy, cl,
Francis Beamish, d,
Henry Routhier, d,









William F. Russell, c,
COUNCILMAN, TWO YEARS.
Frank P. Kearns, d,
F'rank Corry, c.
MODERATOR.
George J. Frechette, d,
George Moore, r.
George W. Grant, d,
Jacques Tremblay, c,




































The third Tuesday in March, at lo o'clock a. m.
REGULAR MEETINGS.
Each Tuesday during the month of April, and the first
Tuesday in each month at 8 o'clock p. m.
COUNCILMEN.
Ward I—CLARENCE A. HORNE, one year.
JAMES D. KENNEDY, two years.
Ward 2—ELISHA C. ANDREWS, one year.
OVILA ST. JEAN, two years.
Ward 3—GEORGE T. LEBEL, one year.
JOSEPH ROUTHIER, two years.
Ward 4—CHARLES J. McGUINNESS, one year.
EPHREM BOUCHER, two years.
Ward 5—EDWARD VEZEAU, one year.
FRANK P. KEARNS, two years.
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STANDING COMMITTEES.
Finance—The Mayor, Councilmen Andrews and Kennedy.
Claims and Accounts—Councilmen St. Jean, Lebel and
McGuinness.
Roads, Bridges and Drains—The Mayor, Councilmen An-
drews and Boucher.
Ordinances—The Mayor, Councilmen St. Jean and An-
drews.
Public Buildings—The Mayor, Councilmen Kearns and
Routhier.
Printing—The Mayor, Councilmen Vezeau and Home.
Fire Department—Councilmen Lebel, McGuinness and
St. Jean.
Street Lights—Councilmen Kearns, Lebel and Vezeau.
Cemetery—Councilmen Andrews, Home and Kennedy.
Elections and Returns—Councilmen Vezeau, Routhier and
Kennedy.
Bills in their Second Reading—Councilmen Andrews,
Home and Kearns.
Eiigrossed Bills and Resolutions—Councilmen McGuin-












NAPOLEON LEDUC, M. D.
SANITARY OFFICER.
AMEDEE COTE.
OVERSEER OF THE POOR.
JAMES E. CRAWFORD.




















HARRY T. BOWDEN, FRED K. WENTWORTH.
ASSESSORS.
Churm in—MARTIN V. B WENTWORTH, two years.
JOSEPH GRP:G0IRE, one year.
DANIEL LEARY, three years.
FIRE DEPARTMENT.







Chairman—ARTHUR J. SEAVEY, term expires March,
1913-
Clerk—CHARLES F. CROCKETT, term expires March,
1914.
FRANK E. HOBBS, term expires March, 191 5.
Superintendent of Water Works—JOHN PARSONS.




NAPOLEON LEDUC, M. D.
Office—Chandler Building.
BOARD OF EXAMINATION OF PLUMBERS.
Chairman—THOMAS J. DOUGHERTY, M. D.
Clerk—EUGENE MORLN.
NAPOLEON LEDUC, M. D.
POLICE COURT.
Police Justice—CHRISTOPHER H. WELLS.
Clerk of Court—ELDORUS B. WHITE.
POLICE COMMISSIONERS.
Chairman—ALBERT W. COLBURN, term expires 1917.
Clerk—GEORGE F. HILL, term expires 1913.
SAMUEL WELCH, term expires 191 5.
Office, Somersworth Theatre Building.
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OFFICERS.
City Marshal—CHARLES L. ESTES.





Chairman—ARTHUR J. SEAVEY, term expires Jan-
uary, 191 5.
Secretary—WILLIAM F. RUSSELL, term expires Jan-
uary, 191 5.
HAVEN DOE, term expires January, 1916.
CHRISTOPHER H. WELLS, term expires
January, 1916.
FRED C. PEARSON, Jr., term expires Jan-
uary, 1914.
JOHN PARSONS, term expires January, 1914.
Librarian—ALICE M. EMERY.
Hours, Wednesdays and Saturdays, from 2.00
to 8.30 p. m.
Every evening, 7.00 to 8.30 p. m.
Chandler Building, Cor. Washington and Orange streets.
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FOREST GLADE CEMETERY TRUSTEES.
Chairman—BENJAMIN F. HANSON, term expires
March, 1913.
GEORGE A. PRIESTLY, term expires
March, 1914.
MARTIN V. B. WENTWORTH, term ex-
pires March, 191 5.
Clerk—ELISHA C. ANDREWS, term expires March,
1916.
NATHAN WIMPFHEIMER, term expires
March, 19 17.
Superintendent—LORENZO D. OTIS.
SURVEYORS OF WOOD, BARK AND LUMBER.
Leavitt C. Home, James E. Richards, Benjamin F.
Hanson, Elisha C. Andrews, Charles Goodrich, Calvin M.
Hubbard, Louis Ruel, Joseph U. Gagnon, Pierre Morin,
George H. Goodrich, Charles Goodwin, William Ames,
Martin V. B. Wentworth, Dyer P. Swett, Llewellyn
P'urbush.
WEIGHERS OF HAY, COAL AND STRAW.
Benjamin F. Hanson, Leslie C. Patten, James E.
Richards, Louis Ruel, Martin V. B. Wentworth, Elisha C.
Andrews, William J. Andrews, Joseph U. Gagnon, Pierre
Morin, William J. Hickey, Loren D. Casler, Daniel Cro-
nin, Harold B. Thompson.
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS OF CHECK-LISTS.
Ward I, Sidney F. Stevens. Ward 2, Timothy Col-
lins. Ward 3, Philias Desmarais. Ward 4, Edward




Ward I, John W. Morrill. Ward 2, Fred H. Brown.
Ward 3, Fred Fournicr. Ward 4, Richard Hanaghan.
Ward 5, George J. Frechette.
WARD CLERKS.
Ward I, Ralph C. Kimmens. Ward 2, Edward Elwell.
Ward 3, Timothy J. Cullinan. Ward 4, John J. McCarthy.
Ward 5, George W. Grant.
SELECTMEN.
Ward I—Wilbur Jackson, Lazard Carrier, Jr., Henry
Warren.
Ward 2—Archie L. Jacques, John F. Mullen, Herbert
H. Harvey.
Ward 3— Peter Gahagan, Alphonse Carignan, Joshua
G Bragdon.
Ward 4—Francis Beamish, Henry Routhier, Frank P.
Mack.
Ward 5— Samuel N. Wicks, George Gagne, Adelard
Demers.
RESOLUTIONS.
In Favor of Borrowing Money in Anticipation of
Taxes.
Resolved by the City Council of the City of SoviersivortJi
:
That the Committee on Finance be and hereby is
authorized to borrow, in anticipation of taxes, for the City
of Somersworth, in such amounts and at such times as may
be deemed necessary to meet current expenses, at the
lowest rate of interest obtainable, the sum of all amounts so
borrowed not to exceed fifteen thousand dollars, and that
the proper officers of the city be authorized to give the
city's note therefor.
Passed March 26, 191 2.
Somersworth, N. H., April 16, 191 2.
Resolved : That the Committee on Printing be and
hereby are authorized to have 500 copies of the City Report
])rinted, for the fiscal year just closed.
Passed April 16, 1912.
Resolved: That a sum not exceeding $1500.go be
raised in anticipation of donations for reimbursement, for
erecting an iron fence at Forest Glade Cemetery, and that
the proper officers give the city's note therefor.
Passed April 30, 191 2.
In Favor of a Series of Band Concerts.
Resolved by the City CoiDicil of the City of Somersworth :
That the sum of two hundred and iifty dollars ($250)
be and hereby is appropriated, from money in the hands of
the city treasurer, not otherwise appropriated, for a series
of band concerts.
Passed June 4, 191 2.
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In Favor of Borrowing Money in Anticipation of
Taxes :
Resolved by the City Council of the City of SonierswortJi
:
That the Committee on Finance be and hereby is
authorized to borrow, in anticipation of taxes, for the City
of Somersworth, in such amounts and at such times as may
be deemed necessary to meet current expenses, at the
lowest rate of interest obtainable, the sum of all amounts so
borrowed not to exceed fifteen thousand dollars, and that
the proper officers of the city be authorized to give the
city's note therefor.
Passed June 4, 1912.
In Favor of Better Laws Being Enacted in the Matter
of Property Taxation.
Resolved: That the present mode of taxing property,
whereby the local Board of Assessors is under the direct
supervision and control of the State Tax Commission, does
not, as a practical proposition, give the tax-payers, in gen-
eral, a fair deal. That the assessment just made for the
present year is unfair and contrary to right and justice in
many cases.
And we hereby express our opinion that it is the duty
of each and every person interested in the welfare of the
tax-payers of this city, especially those who are members of
the January, 191 3, Session of the General Court, to do their
utmost, in order that better laws may be enacted with
reference to the question of property taxation.
Passed August 7, 19 12.
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In Favor of Bonding the Outstanding Notes Against
the City.
Resolved : That the Committee on Finance be and
hereby are authorized and empowered to bond all the out-
standing notes against the city, at a rate not to exceed 3^
per cent., and for a term of twenty years.
In Favor of Referring the Matter of Removing the
Brown-Tail Moth Nests to the Committee on
Roads, Bridges and Drains, with Power to Act.
SOMERSWORTH, N. H., January 7, 191 3.
Resolved : That the matter of removing the brown-
tail moth nests from the trees of the city be referred to the
Committee on Roads, Bridges and Drains.
Passed January 7, 1913.
In Favor of Appointing a Committee of Three, Rel-
ative to Taking Action on the Report of the State
Chemist, Regarding the Local Water Supply.
Resolved : That a committee of three, of whom the
Mayor shall be one, be appointed by the chan-, to meet the
Board of Water Commissioners relative to taking action on
the report of the State Chemist, regarding the local water
supply, and that said committee report back to the council
at their earliest opportunity.
Passed January 7, 191 3.
PETITIONS.
SoMEKSwoRTii, N. H., April i, 191 2.
To His Honor, tJic Mayor, and the City Council
:
Gentlemen : The undersigned citizens and tax-payers
respectfully petition your honorable body to extend the
concrete sidewalk, on the northerly side of South street,
from the residence of Patrick McCarthy to the corner of





























Referred to the Committee on Roads, Bridges and
Drains, with power to act, April 2, 191 2.
SoMERSwoRTH, N. H., April 12, 191 2.
To His Honor, the Mayor, and the City Council
:
The undersigned, citizens and tax-payers, respectfully
petition your honorable body for a concrete sidewalk on
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the easterly side of Main street, from Depot street to the
corner of Indigo Hill road.
Treffle Leclerc, John Leahy,
Mrs Mary Kearns, Mrs Mary Berry,
Albert W. Colburn, Thomas F. Mullen,
Daniel Bohan, Fred Nadeau.
Mrs. Margaret Berry,
Referred to the Committee on Roads, Bridges and
Drains, with power to act, April i6, 191 2.
SoMEKSwoRTH, N. H., April 16, 1912.
To the Honorable Mayor and City Council:
Gentlemen : We, the undersigned, respectfully peti-
tion your honorable body to have electric lights extended
along the State Highway, from Indigo Hill Road to Central
Park, or, if means at your command permit, to the Dover
boundary line. We pray for this extension of the lighting
system, not only for the convenience of the residents of the
section to be thus lighted, but on the grounds of such better
lighting being needed for the benefit of the entire commu-
nity, who are users of this most traveled approach to our
city.
Fred K. Wentworth, Ferdina Jacques,
Sumner C. Home, John W. Edge,
Frank W. Bumford, William J. Hartford,
Pierre P. Paradis, Charles E. Burge,
Charles L. Estes, Orian L. Joy, •
Ralph B. Stearns, Timothy J. Cullinan,
Joseph B. Nash, Napoleon LaBonte,
Louis Gregoire, Henry H. Wentworth,
Arthur Stackpole, Lewis J. Cormier,
Alexander Stewart, Ira H. Hussey,
F"fank H. H. Carter, Herbert P. Henderson,
Harry R. Smith, Onsloyv S. Blaisdell.
Referred to the Committee on Street Lights, with
power to act, April 30, 1912.
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SoMERSwoRTH, N. H., April 29, 1912.
To the Honorable Mayor and City Council
:
Gentlemen : The undersigned respectfully petitions
your honorable body for permission to erect a wooden awn-
ing at his place of business on Franklin street.
Respectfully submitted,
Azaric B. Jcneau.
To His Honor, the Mayor, and Members of the City
Council
:
Gentlemen : We, the undersigned, do hereby petition
your honorable body for the construction of a suitable side-
walk on the southerly side of Depot street, from Main to
Union streets; also on the easterly side of Union street,
from Depot to Central streets.
Respectfully submitted
Joseph Pepin, Eugene j. Perron,
Wilfred Y. Willett, Joseph Fortin,
Benjamin Perron, Pierre Roy,
Joseph Berube, Aurore Goulette,
Amedee Turgeon, Ferdinand Desjardins,
Edward Roy, Arthur Nadeau,
Aime Nadeau, George Mailhot,
Octave Nadeau, Jules Beland,
Alphonse Nadeau, John Bergeron,
John Parsons, Alphonse Beaupre.
Jeremiah Keating,
Referred to the Committee on Roads, Bridges and
Drains, with power to act, April 30, 19 12.
SoMERswoRTH, N. H., April 30, 1912.
To His Honor, the Mayor, and City Council
:
Gentlemen : The need of a suitable fence bounding
Forest Glade Cemetery is most urgent, and the Directors,
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having in mind the erection of an iron fence along the
street boundary, are soliciting donations from lot-owners and
from friends of deceased persons, who are buried there,
with gratifying success.
The estimated cost of such a fence is ^2,500.00, and in
order that the work may be completed at the earliest possi-
ble time, we would recommend that the city raise by note,
a sum not exceeding $1,500.00, in anticipation of donations,







SoMERSwoRTH, N. H., July I, 1912.
To His Honor, the Mayor, and His Honorable Council
:
Gentlemen : The Strafford County Scouts, Camp i,
respectfully request your approval of this petition for a
refund of twenty dollars, ($20.00), the same being the
amount paid by them for the use of the City Opera House,
for their benefit held June 15, 19 12.
Respectfully submitted,
Strafford County Scouts, Camp i,
Fred C. Pearson, Jr., Scout Master.
Petition granted August 6, 191 2.
To His Honor, the Mayor, and the City Council:
Gentlemen : The New England Telephone and Tele-
graph Company respectfully petitions the City of Somers-
worth, N. H., for a location of its poles and wires thereon,
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and the necessary supporting and strengthening fixtures
and wires, in the following named streets and highways of
said city. Said company agrees to reserve space for one
cross-arm at the top of all the above poles for telephone,
fire alarm and police signal wires, owned by the city and
used for municipal purposes. Said poles to be erected
under the supervision of such officers as said city may des-
ignate.
Following are the streets and highways above referred
to:
On High street between the end of our present line
and Central Park, and a point opposite the residence of
Frank W. Rogers.
Referred to the Committee on Roads, Bridges and
Drains, with power to act, August 6, 191 2.
To His Honor, the Mayor, and the City Council of the
City of SoDicrszvorth :
Gentlemen : We, the undersigned residents of Lin-
coln street of said city, consider the sidewalk on the easterly
side of said street dangerous, therefore we earnestly
request that you give it your early consideration, and grant
us a new sidewalk from Prospect to Maple streets.
John C. Nutter, Leonard O. Day,
John E. Weeden, Philip H. Stiles,
John P. Stevens, Mrs. Elizabeth J. Hubbard,
Mrs. Eunice A. Dorr, John A. Fall,
Lsaac N. Boucher, Thomas D. Merrick,
John H. Blaisdell, Clarence P. Lord,
Rev. Burton H. Tilton, Frank A. Swasey.
Referred to the Committee on Roads, Bridges and
Drains, with power to act, August 6, 191 2.
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SoMERSwoKTH, N. H., December 3, 1912.
To His Honor, the Mayor, and His Most Honorable
Council
:
Gentlemen : As the Boys' Reading Room has been
discontinued, I would request the loan of one of the two
tables now stored in that room, for use of the Strafford
County Scouts, Camp i, at their headquarters, the same to










ENDING MARCH i, igPv
REPORT OF THE CITY SOLICITOR.
To His Hofior, the Mayor, and the Honorable City
Council of the City of Somersworth :
Herewith is submitted my report for the municipal
year ending March 31, 1913.
There are at present a number of cases upon the
docket of the Superior Court for the County of Strafford,
in which the City of Somersworth has a vital interest,
namely : Nos. 732 and 789 Equity, entitled, Dover, Som-
ersworth & Rochester Street Railway Co. v. City of Som-
ersworth; No. 559 Equity, entitled James H. Joyce v.
City of Somersworth and Charles P. Andrews, City Mar-
shal; No. 889 Equity, entitled James H. Joyce v. City of
Somersworth; also Nos. 958, 959. 960, 961 and 962 Equity,
the same being petitions for abatement of taxes brought by
Daniel Wingate, Mathews & Stevens, Michael J. Casey,
Sidney F. Stevens and Benjamin E. Hanson. Another
case in which the city is more interested in a financial way
than in any of those above mentioned is No. 966 Equity,
entitled The Salmon F'alls Manufacturing Company v. The
City of Somersworth. This is an action brought by the
Salmon Falls Manufacturing Company against the City of
Somersworth, said company claiming that said city has
wrongfully diverted and appropriated the waters of the Sal-
mon Falls River, and further, that said city aforesaid is
committing a continuous wrong and nuisance to the com-
plainant in its business by reason of the city sewers empty-
ing into said river.
The original claim in this matter as presented to the
city for payment, asked for, approximately, $10,000.00
damages.
It has been a quiet year in all departments pertaining
to our Police Court, a condition no doubt caused to a great
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extent by the hard times which have prevailed in our com-
munity for the last two or three years, for it is a fact that
when money is scarce there is likely to be a dearth of
drunks, and such cases comj^rise a great {)art of the Police
Court business.
I wish to thank those who have assisted me in my





SoMERSwoRTM, N. H., March i, 191 3.
To His Honor, the A/ayor, and the City Council
:
Gentlemen : I herewith submit my report of the busi-
ness of the Somersworth Police Court from March i, 191 2,
to March i, 1913.
CRIMINAL DOCKET.
Whole number of cases, 393
OFP^ENSES.
Assault, 20
Assault with intent to kill and murder, 2
Breaking and entering in daytime and stealing, i
Disorderly conduct, 3




Keeping disorderly house, i
Riding bicycle on sidewalk, 3
Standing on sidewalk for longer time than three
minutes, to the annoyance of travelers, i
Selling spirituous licjuor, not being a licensee, 2
Keeping spirituous licjuor for sale, not being a
licensee, 2
Mother abandoning infant child, under four
years of age, i
Aiding and abetting a mother in abandoning
infant child, 1
Playing ball in public place, i
Trespass, 3
Repeating jjrofane words, 2
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Keeping pool room open on Sunday, 2
Using a horse, when unfit for labor, i
Selling a horse, when unfit for labor, i
Carrying on his person a loaded revolver, i
Dwelling house not provided with suitable
privies and vaults ; did permit said dwelling
house to be occupied, i
Drunkenness, 308
Drunk, disturbing peace, 22
Drunk, disturbing his family, i
Operating automobile, without a license, i
Operating automobile, without registry number, i
Operating automobile, without lights, 2
Operating automobile, on public highway, with-
out a light on rear, i
Operating automobile in evening, as required,
without one lamp lighted on rear, i
Operating automobile on street, while under the
influence of intoxicating liquor, i
HOW DISPOSED OF.
Fine and costs ; not paid, and committed to
house of correction, 63
Fine and costs ; and sentence suspended during
good behavior, 138
Fine and costs; and sentence suspended during
good behavior ; afterwards brought forward,
and put into effect, and committed to house
of correction ; afterwards released and paid, 2
Une and costs ; not paid, and committed to
house of correction ; afterwards, released
and paid, i
Fine and costs ; and sentence suspended during
good behavior ; afterwards brought forward
and put into effect and paid, 2
Fine and costs ; appealed ; held for Superior
Court ; furnished bail, i
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Fine and costs ; not paid, and committed to jail, 1
1
Fine and costs, and sentence suspended during
good behavior ; afterwards brought forward
and put into effect and committed to house
of correction, 9
To pay costs, also sentenced to house of cor-
rection, and committed to house of cor-
rection, 3
Sentenced to house of correction and mittimus
to issue at call of Marshal, 6
Sentenced to house of correction, and com-
mitted, 2
Sentenced to house of correction, and mittimus
to issue at order of Court, 2
Sentenced to house of correction, and mittimus
to issue at call of Marshal ; mittimus called
for, and committed to house of correction, 5
Placed on file, r3
Bail defaulted and paid, i
Held for Superior Court ; furnished bail, 10
Held for Superior Court ; committed to jail, 4
Held without bail for Superior Court ; com-
mitted to jail, 2
Continued for sentence, 34
Nol prossed on motion of City Solicitor, 6
Discharged, 6
Paid, 71
Continued to the third Tuesday in September,
1913. I
JUVENILE DOCKET.
A few cases have come before the Juvenile Court,
which were properly disposed of by the Court, and a few
writs have been presented for entry on the Civil Docket.
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RECEIPTS AND EX PEXDITUKES.
Cash on hand March 1,1912, $ 22 69
Received from fines and costs, 865 61
Paid out for witnesses, etc., 22 S^
Paid Arthur J. Seavey, Treasurer, by hand of
Christopher H. Wells, $881 32
Respectfully submitted,
PZldorus H. White,
Clerk of Police Court.
REPORT OF THE TRUSTEES OF THE
PUBLIC LIBRARY.
To His Honor, the Mayor, and the City Council of the
City of So7)iers-u>orth :
Your library trustees submit their report of their
doings for the fiscal year ending March i, 191 3, including
herein as a part thereof the report of the Librarian, which
fully covers the work of the library.
By the report herewith submitted, you will see that
your trustees have expended the sum of $401.89 in repairs
upon the library room.
This comparatively large expenditure of the money
within our control became necessary because, during the
last fifteen years, but a small amount of money has been
expended in repairs.
A new hardwood floor has been laid and finished in
the main room, a part of the large counter has been
removed, the position of most of the stacks has been
changed, admitting more light and air into the room, the
electric wiring has been entirely renewed and is now con-
cealed from sight, the entire room has been painted, and
the chairs, tables and other furniture varnished, and new
curtains furnished for the windows.
All of the books have been removed from the stacks,
dusted and thoroughly cleaned, and the whole room
cleansed.
It is believed that the whole library is now in a much
more sanitary condition than it was before these improve-
ments, and presents a much more pleasing appearance.
With the limited amount of money at our disposal, and
with the expenditures made for permanent improvements
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to the library rooms, it has been impossible to expend much
money for new books.
Your trustees earnestly urge you, in considering the
appropriations for the coming year, to look into the needs
of the library and request that you appropriate at least
$1,000.00 in addition to the library tax for the use of the




Balance in the city treasury to the credit of the
library account, March i, 1912, $ 29 73
Library tax, 437 70
Special appropriation, 750 00
Income from Chandler fund, 35 30
Total, $1,252 73
EXPENDITURES.
Librarian's salary, including assistants,
Janitor's salary.
Paid for electricity and gas,
Paid for fuel.
Paid for insurance premiums,
Paid for books and periodicals.
Paid for supfDlies,
Paid for repairs to the library room,
Paid bills for printmg.
Total,








¥. C. Pearson, Jr.,
Library Trustees.




To the Board of Trustees of the SoviersivortJi Public
Library
:
Gentlemen : The report of the librarian showing the
work of the library for the year ending February 28, 191 3,
is herewith presented.
THE year's growth.








Whole number reported lost and
withdrawn last year, 456
362
Whole number lost and withdrawn to date, 584
Actual number of books in library, 12,262
Number of days open, 257
Number registered this year, 280
Books giv^en out during year, 30,599
Largest number given out any month, 3,6 10
Largest number given out any day, 541
Books given out to children, 10,594
Largest number any month, i>475
Largest number any day, 176
In a backward glance over the work of the year, some
changes may be seen to which we can point with pride.
The condition of the room itself has been materially im-
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proved. It has been thornughly cleaned, a hardwood floor
laid and the desks and bookcases rearranged. In order for
this work to be done, the library doors were closed for
nine weeks, but that the time was profitably spent, was
evidenced by the many cxjircssions of approval and con-
gratulations showered upon us, when the public was once
admitted. The cordial co-operation and courtesy of the
trustees, which alone made this possible, were most heartily
appreciated by the librarian.
The apparent lessening in circulation is only apparent
and can readily be accounted for by the nine weeks when
the library was closed. In reality it somewhat exceeds that
of previous years.
In our purchase of current fiction we have endeavored,
so far as our res^urces would allow, to keep abreast of the
times. The life of a popular novel, even one of the so-
called "best sellers" is at longest a comparatively ephemeral
thing, and the time when the reading public demand these
books is at the time when they are influencing vitally the
thought and conversation of thinking people. Along this
line, too, the comments of both young and old have shown
appreciation.
The library, as a place of research, must necessarily
suffer from comparison with those in larger cities with
greater resources at their command.
The children frequent the library in large numbers and
on the whole are quiet and orderly, and we believe derive
pleasure and benefit from these visits.
The tables are well supplied with the current maga-
zines and receive their full quota of interested attention.
It is our aim to make the library a place where young
and old, high and low, may feel it is their right and privi-
lege to come, and feel confident that they will receive
courteous attention and interested assistance just so far as
it is in the power of the attendants to render it.
With this end in view the librarian thanks the trustees
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most heartily for their co-operation and friendly furtherance
of her plans.
CIRCULATION BY SUBJECT FOR igi2-I3.
General works,
CITY CLERK'S REPORT.
SoMEKSWORTH, N. H., February 28, 191 3.
To His Honor, the Mayor, and the City Conncil
:
Gentlemen : The following is a statement of the
receipts of this office for the fiscal year closing this day.
Dog licenses, $346 50
Miscellaneous licenses, 381 85
Insurance money, 100 00
Crushed stone, 5 83
Total, $833 78
Less dog license commission, 30 40
$803 38




REPORT OF BOARD OF HEALTH.
SoMEKSWORTii, N. H., April 8, 191 2.
To His Honor, the Mayo?', and the City Council :
Gentlemen : In compliance with Chapter IX, Section
8, of the ordinances of the city, I herewith submit my











Excess of births over deaths,
Number of notices served on existing
Complaints received.
Unsanitary privy vaults removed.
Water closets connected with sewers,
Unused wells filled in,
Licenses granted to clean out privy vaults,
On April 10 last, the board of health appointed Napol-
eon Leduc, M. D. inspector of milk.
During the year I have made inspections of the sani-
tary conditions of the city, giving particular attention to
out-buildings and sewer connections, and also to water and
milk, and as a result, many changes were ordered and
made.
In closing, I wish to thank all who have aided me in
the performance of my duties during the past year.
Amedee Cote, Sanitary Officer.
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STREET COMMISSIONER'S REPORT.
SoMERSwoRTH, N. H., March i, 1913.
To His Honor, the Ahxyor, and the City Council of the
City of SovierswortJi
:
Gentlemen: In accordance with the provisions of the
city ordinances, I herewith submit my first report as street
commissioner for the fiscal year ending February 28, 1913.
STREETS.
All streets hav'e been kept clem, and also all highways
cleared of stone or other matter liable to impair good
traveling, and put in good condition, and where grading
was necessary, improvements have been made.
MACADAM.
The stretch of highway from the junction of Washing-
ton street to Pearl street has been macadamized.
ROADS.
We have graded the old Salmon Falls road, so called,
between the Standard Oil station and Crockett's crossing;
the Dover road, between Ernest S. Foss's and Orrin N.
Billings's residences. The outside district surveyors have
continued in keeping each of their districts in the best of
repair. The bushes on every road in the outside districts
have been cut from fence to fence, which was very much
needed.
BRIDGES.
We have kept all bridges in repair; the one crossing
the creek, this side of New Dam bridge, practically ought
to have been re-built, which would have cost considerable,
but instead of rebuilding, the timber of the same was taken
out and filled in with dirt, which was much cheaper.
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SEWERS.
All the sewers about the city have been cleaned out
regularly, when needed, and kept in proper condition to
secure good drainage. We have laid 365 feet of new
sewerage starting from Wiggin's Court to Indigo Hill road,
and have also extended same 75 feet on Indigo Hill road,
placing one manhole at corner of Indigo Hill road and
Main street, two new receivers between Indigo Hill road
and Wiggin's court, and one large one on Indigo Hill road.
CURBING.
We have laid 1,330 feet of cement curbing. The curb-
ing has been laid along the following streets : On the
easterly side of Main street, from Depot street to the shoe
factory entrance ; from corner of Main and Depot streets,
on the southerly side, to Union, and up Union, on easterly
side, to Central street; from Mr. Philip H. Stiles's drive-
way, on the westerly side of Elm street, to the Somers-
worth house ; have also laid 800 feet of cobble stones on
westerly side of South street.
SIDEWALKS.
Concrete walks have been laid on the following streets,
namely: On the easterly side of Main street, from Depot
street to the shoe factory entrance ; from the corner of
Main and Depot streets to Union street ; from the corner
of Union and Depot streets to Central street ; from Mr.
Philip H. Stiles's driveway on Elm street to Somersworth
House; on the westerly side of South street from Green
to Portland streets, and also from the residence of Mr.
Patrick McCarthy to High street ; on the westerly side of
Franklin street from the corner of Green and Franklin
streets to West Green street ; on the easterly side of West
Green street from P'ranklin to Pleasant streets ; on the
easterly side of Noble street from High to Grand streets ;
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on the easterly side of Grove street from High to Grand
streets ; on the easterly side of Lincohi street from Pros-
pect to Maple streets ; on the easterly side of Linden
street from the residence of Mr. Benoni Caron to the
corner of Market and Linden streets ; have also laid about
20 feet of new concrete on the westerly side of Market
street in front of the ofifice of the Oueensbury mills ; and
laid about lO feet of new concrete on the westerly side of
High street at the corner of Highland and High streets.
Have re-laid brick sidewalk on Green street from the
corner of Franklin street to Mr. Peter L. Morin's place of
business. We have also built good substantial sidewalks of
ashes on the westerly side of Main street from Wiggin's
Court to Mrs. Emma A. Kidder's residence; on the
easterly side of Union street from Central street to Mr.
John Riley's residence ; on the Cemetery road from Mr.
Charles L. Estes's farm to Forest Glade cemetery.
RECOMMENDATION.
I still recommend that the laying of sidewalks be con-
tinued, and that such work be thoroughly and permanently
done, and would also recommend the repairing of other
macadamized streets and have liberal appropriations made
for improving same.
In closing, I desire to thank His Honor, the Mayor,
and members of the city council, for their kindness and




REPORT OF THE DIRECTORS OF FOREST
GLADE CEMETERY.
SoMEKswoRTH, N. H., March i, 1913.
To His Honor, tJic Mayor, and the City Council:
Gentlemen : Herewith we submit to you a report of
the affairs of Forest Glade cemetery for the year ending




Trust fund mcome, 549 3^
Total, $1,658 56
EXPENDITURES.
Lorenzo D. Otis, superintendent and clerk's
services, $34^ 5°
George A. Pinkham, superintendent and clerk's
services, 97 5°
Aaron Gray, labor, 289 26
Leonard Morris, labor, 121 87
Charles Jenness, labor, 232 13
Lorenzo D Otis, labor and team, 283 00
Josiah F. Jones, labor, 103 13
Walter S. Otis, labor, 53 12
John P". Beamish, dressing, 5° 00
Howard Mahoney, labor, 49 00
William Lowd, labor, 41 50
Charles F. Smith, labor, 29 38
Freeman A. Hussey, stable rent, 24 00
George S. Ramsburg, flowers, 15 00
Nellie E. Kearns, compiling and typewriting
annual report and other typewriting, 8 00
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George A. Pinkham, cash paid out, $y 44
Jesse R. Home, stock and labor, 6 70
The Free Press Publishing Co., printing and
supplies, 6 50
Harry A. Day, repairs, 5 50
Benjamin V. Hanson, team hire, 4 65
A. Lester Faunce, stamped envelopes, 4 27
William M. Ames, profile for fence, 4 25
James A. Tebbetts & Son, supplies, 3 15
Charles H. Harmon, supplies, 25
Total expenditures, $1,786 10
Overdrawn, 127 54





M. V. B. Wentvvorth,
E. C. Andrews,
Directors.
REPORT OF SUPERINTENDENT OF
CEMETERY.
SoMERSwoKTu, N. H. March i, 191 3.
Herewith we submit to you a report of the affairs of
Forest Glade cemetery for the year ending March i, 191 3.












To His Honor, the ATayor, and the City Council of
the City of Sovierszuorth :
Gentlemen : I herewith submit my report as chief
engineer of the fire department from April i, 1912, to
April I, 191 3. During that time we have had four fires,
with a loss of $6,000.00; twelv^e bell alarms, and fifteen
still alarms.
The present organization of the fire department is as
follows :
Chief engineer, Edward H. Farley.
Assistant engineers : ist, Fred F"ournier; 2nd, Timo-
thy Collins.
Deluge Hose Co., No. i, fifteen men. Foreman,
James Riley.
Alert Hose Co., No. 2, fifteen men. Foreman, \V.
Ashton Horn.
Deluge Hose C(j., No. 3, fifteen men. F"oreman,
Joseph Bourque.
Conqueror Hose Co., No. 4, ten men. Foreman,
Walter Blaisdell.
Rescue Hook and Ladder Co., twenty men. Fore-
man, Samuel D. Edgerly.
Stewards: No. i, Sylvester Curley ; No. 2, Martin
McKeon ; No. 3, Joseph Gagne ; No. 4, James E. Coyle ;
Hook and Ladder Co., Edward Vermette.
INVENTORY.
Deluge No. i.
(Jne hose wagon and chemicals, $381 00
Eight hundred feet double jacket hose, 560 00
One hose jacket, 25 00








Coal hod, shovel, broom, etc.,
Total,
Alert No. 2.
One hose wagon and chemicals,


























Gentlemen of the City Council
:
The city treasurer herewith submits his rejjort for the
period ending February 28, 191 3.
Dr.





































































REPORT OF OVERSEER OF POOR.
SoMERswoRTH, N. H., March i, 191 3.
To His Hoior, the Mayor, and tlic City Council
:
Gentlemen : I herewith submit my fourth annual
report as overseer of the poor, for the fiscal year ending
February 28, 1913. The itemized account of this depart-
ment, as taken from the books of the city clerk, will be
found on another page of this report. The appropriation
for the assistance of dependent soldiers and their families,
known as soldiers' aid, remains mtact, nothing having been
paid out of this amount.
TOTAL EXPENDITURES.
Pauper account, $3,041 65
Respectfully submitted,
James E. Crawford,
Overseer of the Poor.
REPORT OF TAX COLLECTOR.
To His Honor, the Mayor, mid the City Council:
Gentlemen : In accordance with the ordinances of the
city, I herewith submit to you my report of collections for
the year 19 12.
Tax list submitted to me for collection,














Over age, 6, $ lO 50
Duplicates, 11, 19 25
Dead, 5, 8 75
Grand Army Hall, abated by law, 175 00




REPORT OF INSPECTOR OF PLUMBING.
SoMEKswoRTH, N. H. March i, 191 3.
To His Honor, the Mayor, and the City Council of
the City of Soinersivorth :
Gentlemen : I herewith submit my report for the
year ending February 28, 1913. During the year I hav^e
inspected twenty-seven sewer connections. This number
includes the tapping of sewer mains in streets, and exten-
sion of such sewer service previously placed in buildings for






SoMEKSwoKTH, N. H., May i6, 191 3.
To the Honorable Mayor and the City Couneils :
Gentlemen : We hereby certify that we have exam-
ined the books and vouchers of the city clerk and find
same kcfit in form prescribed by the City Ordinances.
The footings we find to be correct and after allowing for
orders brought over from previous year and for unpaid
orders, they agree with the books of the city treasurer.
All monies which the clerk is authorized to collect are
properly accounted for.
We have also examined, and find to be correct, books
of the following officials : City treasurer, superintendent
of water works, city messenger, clerk of police court and






List of general debt bonds outstanding, and the date
of their maturity. Total amount of bonds, ^86,000.
191 3, October i, pay interest,
pay bonds.
I9I4,
REPORT OF COMMITTEE, RELATIVE TO
IMPROVING CITY'S WATER SUPPLY.
SoMERSwoRTH, N. H., February 4, 1913.
To His Honor, tJic Mayor, and tJie City Council of the
City of Soinersworth :
Gentlemen : Your committee appointed at the January
meeting oi this Honorable Body, to meet the board of
water commissioners relative to improving the city's water
supply, in accordance with the suggestions embodied in a
report of the analysis received from the State Board of
Health, having attended to the duties assigned them, beg
leave to report as follows
:
At a meeting of the committee and the board of water
commissioners, it was voted to ask the co-operation of the
State Board of Health, especially in improving conditions
along the river bank above us, from whence a large amount
of the difficulty we are now encountering come.
Accordingly, Chemist Howard and Professor Fletcher
of the State Board met your committee and the water board
on Friday of last week, and after an inspection of the
water plant, discussed local conditions at considerable
length, with the result that the following suggestions were
deemed essential and one of them at least quite necessary to
msure good w^ater supply.
Namely : To sub-divide the filter bed, by a stone or
cement retaining wall, in order that filtration of the water
may be going on at all times, one part of the same opera-
ting, while the other is being cleaned.
The coagulating process for removing the present high
color of the water, and the hypochlorite, or liquid chlorine
treatment, for destroying disease germs, particularly in
reference to typhoid bacilli.
The last-named treatment is considered most necessary
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tor immediate installation by your committee and the water
board, to protect the health of our city, and with this in
view, a representative of a firm, installing liquid chlorine
apparatus, met the commissioners and your committee
jointly, to explain the method of operating, which is com-
paratively easy.
The price of the apparatus installed, namely, $800.00,
in view of the results to be obtained, as witnessed by cities
using the same, is inconsiderable, and the cost of main-
tenance is estimated at about twenty cents per day, based
on the amount of water now being used.
Your committee therefore respectfully recommend that
provision be made for the immediate installation of a liquid
chlorine apparatus for treating the city's water supply.
Very respectfully submitted,
Paul LaBonte, Arthur J. Seavey,
Elisha C. Andrews, Charles F. Crockett,
James D. Kennedy, Frank E. Hobbs,
Committee. Water Commissioners.
REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON PAUPER
ACCOUNT.
SoMEKSwoRTii, N. H., Octobcr [, 19 12.
To His Honor, the Major, and City Council
:
Gentlemen : Your committee, to whom was referred
the resokition relative to the cost of supporting our poor, as
compared with our sister cities, Dover and Rochester, hav-
ing very carefully considered the matter, beg leave to report
as follows
:
Under the law, as we understand it, any person, or his
dependents, in order to secure aid from any city or town in
this state, must have gained a settlement therein, by having
paid the taxes, legally assessed against them, for seven
years in succession, during the ten years immediately
preceding his last time of applying for support, otherwise
aid must be secured from the county.
Your committee, in considering this matter, in order to
secure a fair comparison of our expense in this department,
have examined the reports of our city, Dover and Roches-
ter, and also of the County of Strafford, and according to
the last compiled reports, the following amounts have been
expended, for the relief of unfortunates.
DOVER. ROCHESTER. SOMERSWORTH.
COUNTY. $5,80607 $1,51803 $ 87880
CITY. 1,62992 2,04612 3,10757
Total, $7,435 99 $3,56415 $3,89637
From the above figures, it will be seen that the bulk of
the expense of aiding the poor in our city must be paid
from the city treasury, since, having gained a settlement
here, the majority of our unfortunates must be cared for at
the city's expense, whereas, a comparison of the figures will
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show that, in the other cities, the expense falls heavily on
the county, the poor, not having gained a settlement in a
great majority of the cases in either city, and therefore aid
must be rendered by the county.
From the last report of the city clerk to the State
Board of Charities, we find that a total number of 109 per-
sons were given aid last year by the city ; of this number,
31 were orphans, 43 destitute children, and the remainder
were cases of destitution, sickness, and old age. While we
regret exceedingly a condition in our city which necessi-
tates the aiding of so many unfortunates, nevertheless, it is
a source of great satisfaction to us to know that none have
been allowed to go hungry or cold, and that neither have





REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON FIRE.
So.MEKSwoRTii, N. H., November 5, 1912.
To His Honor, the Mayor, and the City Couneil of the
City of Soinersworth :
Gentlemen ; The following supplies have been pur-
chased by the fire committee
;
50 cluck coats at $4.50, ^225 00
40 feet spruce extension ladders at 50 cents per
foot, 20 00
10 feet chimney ladders at 25 cents each per
foot, 2 50
20 feet roof ladders at 25 cents per foot, 5 00
500 feet of double jacket knit hose at 75 cents
per foot, 375 00
2 Callahan shut-off nozzles, and Boston play pii^e
at $22.50 for each,
4 Dietz fire lanterns at $4.00 each,
I fire extinguisher,
1 acid syphon pump,
2 hydrant gates at $9.00 each,
3 six-pound pick-head axes at $2.50 each,
12 hose spanners,
10 hats at 75 cents each,









List of water works bonds, and the date of their ma-
turity. Total amount of bonds, $152,000.
IQ'S- October i, pay interest on balance of bonds, $6,080
Pay on account of bonds, 4,000
1914, October i, pay interest on balance of bonds, 5,920
Pay on account of bonds, 4,000
191 5, October i, pay interest on balance of bonds, 5,760
Pay on account of bonds, 4,000
1916, October 1, pay interest on bala-nce of bonds, 5,600
Pay on account of bonds, 4,000
1 91 7, October i, pay interest on balance of bonds, 5,440
Pay on account of bonds, 4,000
1 91 8, October i, pay interest on balance of bonds, 5,280
Pay on account of bonds, 132,000
Total, $152,000
SCHEDULE OF CITY PROPERTY.
City hall buikling and furnishings, $30,000 00
Chandler building, j 2,000 00
Public library, 6,000 00
Schoolhouses and property, 90,000 00
Land and buildings, Pleasant street, 2,600 00
P^nginc house, Prospect street, 1.500 00
PIngine house. Main street, 1,000 00
Fire apparatus, 4,200 00
P^ngine house, Washington street, 1,000 00
Storehouse and land, 1,000 00
Water works system, 193,700 00
Sewers, 128,000 00
Stone crusher plant, 50 00
Steam road roller, 3,000 00
Road machine, plow and harrow, 250 00
Snow plows, 345 00
Scraper, 30 00
Jigger, derrick, pump, 50 00
Shovels, picks, etc., 80 00
Two-horse roller, 50 00
Receiving tomb, L700 00
Chapel, 10,000 00
Forest Glade cemetery, 3, 500 00
Total, $490,055 00
VALUATION.
Polls, 1,737, $ 173.70000
Real estate, 4,162,840 00
Horses, 261, 38,245 00
Cows, 221, 9,42000
Sheep, 5, 17 00
Hogs, 36, 271 00
Hens, 300, 165 00
Neat stock, 1 1, 950 00
Carriages and automobiles, 228, 27,855 00
Public funds, 18,569 00
Bank stock, 124,000 00
Money at interest, • 60,627 00
Stock in trade, 248,839 00
Machinery, 96,870, 00
Total, $4,962,368 00
Increase in x'aluation over jirevious year, $857,680 00
STATEMENT MADE UP FROM THE BOOKS
OF THE CITY CLERK.
Salaries.
Paul LaBonte, mayor, ^150 00
Thomas J. Dougherty, mayor, 50 00
Arthur J. Seavey, city treasurer, 200 00
Christopher H. Wells, justice of police court, 500 00
Eldorus B. White, clerk of police court, 200 00
Fred H. Brown, city solicitor, 400 00
George Letourncaii, street comniissioner, 562 50
Peter Perreault, Jr., street commissioner, 187 50
Fred A. Houle, city clerk, 560 00
Paul LaBonte, city clerk, 90 00
George Gagne, city messenger, 375 00
Peter Gagne, city messenger, 75 00
Fred A. Houle, help hired, city clerk's office, 230 00
Paul LiBonte, help hired, city clerk's office, 40 QO
Amedee Cote, sanitary officer, 135 00
Joseph Bourque, sanitary officer, 45 00
Napoleon Lechic, M. D., city physician, 100 oc
James E. Crawford, overseer of the poor, 50 00
Martin V. B. Wentworth, assessor, 125 00
Joseph Gregoire, assessor and clerk of board, 175 00
Daniel Leary, assessor, 125 00
Sidney F. Stevens, probation officer, 100 00
Walter J. Gilbert, clock wmder, 30 00
Fred K. Wentworth, auditor, 25 00
Timothy Collins, auditor, 25 00
Eugene J. Morin, plumbing inspector, 50 00
Edward H. Farley, chief engineer, 70 00
Fred F"ournier, first assistant engineer, 45 00
George Letourneau, first assistant engineer, 15 00
Timothy Collins, second assistant engineer, 45 00
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Alexcic LuBontc, second assistant engineer, $15 oo
Walter R. Tebbetts, supervisor, ward i, 6000
Timothy Collins, supervisor, ward 2, 60 00
Israel Perrcault, supervisor, ward 3, 60 00
Patrick Quinlan, supervisor, ward 4, 60 00
Peter M. Gagne, supervisor, ward 5, 60 00
Charles Coding, moderator, ward i, 9 00
Fred H. Brown, moderator, ward 2, 9 00
Ueus E. Couturier, moderator, ward 3, 9 00
Edward Letourneau, moderator, ward 4, 9 00
George J. Frechette, moderator, ward 5, 9 00
Charles A. Wentworth, selectman, ward i, 3 00
John H. Blaisdell, selectman, ward i, 3 00
Lazard Carrier, selectman, ward i, 9 00
Wilbur Jackson, selectman, ward 1, 6 CO
Henry Warren, selectman, ward i, 6 00
James T. Noonan, selectman, ward 2, 3 00
Cyrille Doucet, selectman, ward 2, 3 00
Archie L. Jaccjues, selectman, ward 2, 9 00
Herbert H. Harvey, selectman, ward 2, 6 00
John F. Mellen, selectman, ward 2, 6 00
Joshua G. Bragdon, selectman, ward 3, 9 00
Peter Gahagan, selectman, ward 3, 9 00
Alphonse Carignan, selectman, ward 3, 9 00
Francis Beamish, selectman, ward 4, 9 00
Henry Routhier, selectman, ward 4, 9 00
Frank P. Mack, selectman, ward 4, 9 00
Elmer E. Grant, selectman, ward 5, 3 00
Samuel N. Wicks, selectmen, ward 5, 6 00
George Gagne, selectman, ward 5, 9 00
Adelard Deuicrs, selectman, ward 5, 9 00
Ralph C. Kimmens, ward clerk, ward i, 900
Walter J. Gilbert, ward clerk, ward 2, 3 00
Edward L. Elwell, ward clerk, ward 2, 6 00
Timothy J. Cullinan, ward clerk, ward 3, 9 00
John J. McCarthy, ward clerk, ward 4, 9 00
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George W. Grant, ward clerk, ward 5, $6 00
Joseph Bourque. ward clerk, ward 5, 3 00
Edmund P. V'ermette, janitor, ward 2, 8 00
Joseph A. Gagnc, janitor, ward 3, 6 00
Moses Doran, janitor, ward 4, 4 00
William McKeon, janitor, ward 4, 2 00
Sylvester L. Curley, janitor, ward 5, S 00
Theodule Bisson, gate tender, ward 2, 3 00
Damase Nadeau, gate tender, ward 2, 3 00
John Defosse, gate tender, ward 2, 2 00
James A. Linscott, gate tender, ward 4, 2 OG
George Gauvin, gate tender, ward 4. 3 00
Maurice Chick, gate tender, ward 4, 3 00
John Kearns, gate tender, ward 5, 3 00
Thomas P. Robinson, gate tender, ward 5, 2 00
Michael Stanton, ballot inspector, ward i, 3 00
Omer Raymond, ballot inspector, ward 1, 900
John W. Morrill, ballot inspector, ward i, 6 00
Simon Lucier, ballot inspector, ward i, 900
Roy Went worth, ballot inspector, ward i, 9 00
Amedee Cote, ballot inspector, ward 2, 9 00
John ¥. Mullen, ballot inspector, ward 2, 3 00
Albert J. Crowley, ballot inspector, ward 2, 6 00
Phil O. Wentworth, ballot inspector, ward 2, 9 00
Victor \edeau, ballot inspector, ward 2, g 00
Joseph G. Deshaies, ballot inspector, ward 3, 9 00
Sylvester L. Curley, ballot inspector, ward 3, 6 00
Peter PI Tremblay, ballot inspector, ward 3, 3 00
Edgar Gagnon, ballot inspector, ward 3, 3 00
Harry Chick, ballot inspector, ward 3, 9 00
Louis Letendre, ballot inspector, ward 3, 6 00
Edward Magnan, ballot inspector, ward 3, 3 00
Edward H. Farley, ballot insj^ector, ward 4, 6 00
Arthur Guilmette, ballot inspector, ward 4, 9 00
Michael J. Duggan, ballot inspector, ward 4, 3 00
William J. Hickey, ballot inspector, ward 4, 9 00
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James B run ell e, ballot inspector, ward 4, $g 00
Henry Jacques, ballot inspector, ward 5, 6 00
Thomas F. Mullen, ballot inspector, ward 5, 9 00
Benjamin Tremblay, ballot inspector, ward 5, 3 00
Frank Corry, ballot inspector, ward 5, 6 00
Odilon Vachon, ballot inspector, ward 5, 9 00
Everett Libby, ballot inspector, ward 5, 3 00
Total,
Appropriation,
Transferred from water works account,




Transferred to band concerts account, $250 00
Transferred to library account, 44 28




Transferred Xo state tax account, $2,384 18
Transferred to pauper accoiuit, 1,841 65
Transferred to sidewalks account. 21818
Une.\[3endcd balance, 139 58
$4,583 59
Fire Department.
The C. C. C. Fire Hose and Rubber Co., sup-
plies, $ 799 40
The Gamewell Fire Alarm and Telegraph Co.,
supplies, 123 75
Rescue Hook and Ladder Co., pay roll, 840 00
Deluge Hose Co., No. i, pay roll, 640 00
Alert Hose Co., No. 2, pay roll, 640 00
Deluge Hose Co., No. 3, pay roll, 640 00
Conqueror Hose Co.. No. 4, pay roll, 430 00
Somersworth Water Works, water rent, 30 00
Alfred St. Laurent, taking care of fire alarm
system, }^'] 50
Charles J. McGuinness, taking care of fire alarm
system,
John B. Morin, vitriol,
Strafford-York Gas Co., gas,
Frank A. Harvey, supplies,
New England Telegraph & Telephone Co., ser-
vice, chief engineer,




Benjamin V. Hanson, team hire, $'5 75
Joseph N. Morin, services as fireman three
months, lo 00
Joseph Vachon, trucking, and cash paid out for
freight,
Paul Breton, fuel, Deluge No. 3 engine house,
Marry T. Bowden, watching fire,
Fred Fournier, watching fires,
Charles J. King, watching fire,
James D. Kennedy, watching fires,
James Casey, watching fire,
Herbert T. Andrews, watching fire,
Omer Raymond, watching fire,
Walter Blaisdell, watching fire,
John Riley, watching fire,
Patrick Riley, watching fire,
Constance Ogrene, hauling hose wagon,
Benjamin F. ' ' anson, hauling hose wagon,
Walter Blaisdell, hauling hose wagons,
Valere Boilard, hauling hose wagon.
Josej^h Vachon, hauling hose wagon,
Napoleon Prue, hauling hose wagon,
Arthur Guilmette, hauling hose wagon,
Auguste Bouchard, hauling hose wagon,
Charles J. McGuinness, services,
A. B. Gosselin & Co., stock and labor,
Ovila St. Jean, supplies,
Harry A. Day, repairs,
Edgar Gagnon, labor,
Telesphore St. Laurent, labor,
George Gauvin, labor,
Ephrem Boucher, repairs.
First Free Baptist Society, use of bell for fire
alarm,
Harold H. Jackson, labor,
Albert A. Tapscott, repairs,
10
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Paul Breton, wood, Alert No. 2, engine bouse, $ i 69
The Sweetser-Sanborn Co., supplies, 2 12
Edmund P. Vermette, services, July 4, 191 2, 2 00
Sylvester L. Curley, services, July 4, 1912, 2 00
Joseph U. Gagnon, watching at Deluge No. 3,
engine house, July 6, 7 and 8, 191 2, 5 00
Jolm Turcotte, watching at Deluge No. 3,
engine house, July 6, 7 and 8, 19 12,
Alfred St. Laurent, supplies,
Strafford-V'ork Gas Co , supplies,
Ernest Gilbert, labor,
Willie E. Potvin, supplies,
James Williams, labor,











Albert W. Colburn, commissioner,
George F. Hill, commissioner and clerk,
Samuel Welch, commissioner,
Charles L. Estes, team hire,
Twin State Gas and Electric Co., lighting,
Edwin VV. Folsom, supplies,
Walter S. Lavvson, commissioner,
John E. Weeden, expense to Manchester,
Strafford-York Gas Co., supplies,
Auguste Bouchard, special officer,
John E. Hanaghan, special officer,
Patrick Murphy, special officer,
Alphonse Beaupre, special officer,
Peter Statakos, special officer,
Napoleon Daigle, special officer,
Leon Laliberte, special officer,
Louis Letendre, special officer,
Israel Perreault, special officer,
Frank L. Tibbetts, repairs and supplies.
The P"ree Press Publishing Co., printing and
supplies,
Stephen D. Hourihane, services,
Charles L. Estes, expense to Biddcford for
prisoners.
Smith and Wesson, supplies,
Bass & Co., directory,
Joseph M. Mathews, hack service,
Alfred St. Laurent, stock and labor,
A. B. Gossclin & Co., supplies,
F. P. Waterhouse & Co., laundering blankets,








Lorenzo D. Otis, superintendent and clerk's
services, $346 50
George A. Pinkham, superintendent and clerk's
services, 97 50
Aaron Gray, labor, . 289 26
Leonard Norris, labor, 121 87
Charles Jenness, labor, 232 13
Lorenzo D. Otis, labor and team, 283 00
Josiah F. Jones, labor, J 03 13
Walters. Otis, labor, 53 12
John F. Beamish, dressing, 50 00
Howard Mahoney, labor, 49 00
William Lowd, labor, 4' 50
Charles F. Smith, labor, 29 38
Freeman A. Hussey, stable rent, 24 00
George S. Ramsburg, flowers, 15 00
Nellie E. Kearns, compiling and typewritmg
annual report, and other typewriting, 8 00
George A. Pinkham. cash paid out, 7 44
Jesse R. Hornc, stock and labor, 6 70
The Free Press Publishing Co., printing and
supplies, 6 50
Harry A. Day, repairs, 5 50
Benjamin F. Hanson, team hire, 4 65
A. Lester Faunce, stamped envelopes, 4 27
William M. Ames, profile for fence, 4 25
James A. Tebbetts & Son, supplies, 3 15
Charles H. Harmon, supplies, 25
Total expenditures, $1,786 10
Appropriation, $750 00
Receipts, 58 50
Trust fund income, 850 06
Transferred from miscellaneous license
account, 127 54




Twin State Gas and Electric Co., lighting,
Strafford-York Gas Co., gas,
Paul LaBonte, insurance,
James A. Flanagan, electrician at Opera House,
Joseph G. Deshaies, special officer at Opera
House,
Frank A. Harvey, supplies,
James H. Joyce, insurance,
Alfred St Laurent, stock and labor,
Israel Perreault, special officer at Opera House,
E. Kinsman Banks, supplies. Opera House,
A. B. Gosselin & Co., supplies.
Twin State Gas and Electric Co., supplies,
James W. Murray, supplies,
Swett & Varney, supplies.
West Disinfecting Co., supplies,
Strafford County Scouts, No. i, refund of money
paid for rental of Opera House,
James A. Kearns, supplies,
Edward Tate, services,
Albert A. Tapscott, labor,
Mrs. L. P. Cote, supplies,
Charles C. Bunker, stock and labor,
Wimpfheimer & Co., supplies,
Paul Dubois, stock and labor,
Auguste Bouchard, trucking,
Ben Vigue, labor,
A. G. Bernier & Son, stock and labor,
William H. Tasker, supplies,
James L. Stone, supplies,






Transferred to interest account,





Dover Evening News, publishing notices,
Walter L. Hanaghan, trimming brown-tail moths,
Charles J. McGuinness, trimming brown-tail
moths,
Geo. J Foster & Co., advertising,
Total expenditures.
Transferred from miscellaneous license account,
Memorial Day.
Littlefield Post. No. 8, G. A. R.,
Appropriation,
County Tax.




Transferred to salaries account, $48 94
Transferred to street lights account, 04











Cash received for refunded interest,
Total, $342 45
Transferred to cemetery account, $^27 54
Transferred to damages account, 176 40
Transferred to moths' account, 32 90
Transferred to special highway account, 4 05




Somersvvorth Savings Bank, $25,000 00
Mrs. Mary McElwain, 600 00
To road roller note, i>450 00
Total, $27,050 00
State Tax.
Solon A. Carter, state treasurer, $12,160 00
Paid State of New Hampshire, $f.95i 02
Received from state, railroad tax, 1.535 80
Received from insurance tax, 39 37
Received from savings bank tax, 8,200 65
Received from literary fund, 433 16
Total, $12,16000
Municipal Water Supply.
Somersworth Water Works, $3. 115 00
Appropriation, $3,11500
Street Sprinkling.
Joseph U. Gagnon, $10000
Appropriation, • $IC0 00
Street Lights.
Twin State Gas & Electric Co., service, $6,365 04
Appropriation, $6,365 00





Old Colony Trust Co., $3,000 00
Appropriation, $3,000 oo
Garbage Account.
John H. Lavoie, services as collector of garbage, $900 00
Appropriation, $900 00
General Debt Bonds.
Old Colony Trust Co., $4,000 00
Appropriation, $4,000 00
Interest on Notes and General Indebtedness Bonds.
Sotnersworth Savings Bank, $2,215 45
Somersvvorth National Bank, 53 96
George B. McElvvaine, 73 83
William B. McElwaine, 22 56
Mrs. Mary McElwaine, 10 50
Mrs. Maria S. McElwaine, 9 53
Old Colony Trust Co., 3,6 12 25
Total expenditures, $5,998 08
Appropriation, $5,600 00




Geo. J. Foster & Co., publishing dog
notice, 9 80




Alice Emery, librarian, $376 40
Frances D. Hurd, librarian, 64 00
Harold H. Jackson, stock and labor, >7i 54
Chivers Book Binding Co., books, 165 95
Brackett, Shaw & Lunt Co., supplies, 81 75
Mutual Subscription Agency, subscriptions, 79 40
Edwin Chick, services as janitor, 66 00
The H. R. Huntting Co., books, 60 40
Frank A. Harvey, supplies, 58 1
5
Fortunat J. Gagnon, insurance, 47 25
Twin State Gas & Electric Co., lighting, 43 39
Alfred R. Pinkham, labor, 36 68
Paul Breton, wood, 24 95
The F"ree Press Publishing Co., printing and
supplies, 17 75
A. Carter & Son, supplies, 15 60
Strafford-York Gas Co., gas, 5 50
Edgar A. Pike, labor, 3 50
A. B. Gosselin & Co., dustbane, 3 00
Bass & Co., one directory, 2 50
Total expenditures, $1,323 71
Appropriation, $750 00
Appropriation, special, 437 70
Transferred from Chandler trust fund, 35 30
Balance, 19 12, 56 43
Transferred from Police court Fines
and Fees' account, 44 28
$1,323 71
Sidewalks.
Peter Perreault, Jr., services, concreting, $1,706 68
New England Felt Roofing Works, pitch, 243 00
Lawrence Gas Co., tar, 217 30
Somersworth Grain Co., supplies,
Gilbert & St, Hilaire, labor and team,
Peter Perreault, Sr., labor,
James Morrison, labor,











Napoleon H. Gilbert, ])aving and gravel,
Fairfield Grant, labor,





Frank Martin, pavmg stones,






Auguste Bouchard, labor and team,
Total expense, $3,2 1 8 i8
Appropriation, $3,000 00





Pierre Perrcault, labor, $419 33
Frank Roberge, labor, 404 04
James Morrison, labor, 401 32
Edward Lctourncau, labor, 151 46
Patrick Riley, labor, 146 62
Adolphe Cote, labor, 125 41
Louis Boucher, labor, 104 99
Charles J. McGuinness, spraying trees, 112 86
Gilbert & St. Hilaire, labor and team, 337 35
Peter Marquis, labor and team, 191 05
Joseph Vachon, labor and team, 196 32
Auguste Bouchard, labor and team, 152 18
Joseph A. Casgrain, labor and team, 125 11
Orrin N. Billings, labor and team, 88 89
W. Ashton Horn, labor and team, 85 77
George F. Moore, labor and team, 85 50
Joseph G. Bragdon, labor and team, 78 00
Kirke Worster, labor and team. 69 25
Alexcie LaBonte, labor and team, 68 20
Oscar L. Guptill, labor and team, 40 25
Louis Ruel, labor and team, 38 22
Lorenzo D. Otis, labor and team, 59 1
1
Fred Charette, labor and team, 72 50
Ludger Bolduc, labor and team, 16 50
John Rowland, labor and team, 33 92
John G. Libbey, labor and team, 16 50
George A. Pinkham, labor and team, 24 14
Paul Lambert, labor, 79 92
Joseph Roy, labor, 78 03
Cyrille Vallee, labor, 60 33
Theodule Bisson, labor, 47 05
Gedeon Cote, labor, 43 94
Joseph Moisan, labor. 43 39
John Brennan, labor, 68 63
12
Joseph Gaudette, labor,






















Telesphore St. Laurent, labor,









P^rank A. Harvey, supplies,
Paul LaBonte, insurance on road roller,
Rochester P^oundry & Machine Works, supplies,
$3686
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Azarie B. Jeneau, rciit of storehouse,
Jesse R. Home, lumber,
George J. Lauzon, gravel,
Joseph Plante, supplies,
Mrs. Charles Roy, saiul,
Paul LaBonte, insurance on storehouse,
Albert A. Tapscott, repairs,
Ephrem Boucher, repairs,
Elmer E. Grant, rej^airs.
Great Falls Manufacturing Co., ashes,












Frank J. Hennessey, labor,
Howard Mahoney, labor,
Frank H. Emerson, labor,
Alfred Walker, labor,
Ernest S. Foss, labor and team,










Elzear Tanguay, labor,. $7 59
John Kearns, labor, 7 58
Daniel Sullivan, labor, 7 19
Alonzo Elliott, labor, 7 00
Arthur Guilmette, labor,. 7 00
Adolphe Lacourse, labor, 7 20
Alfred Lapointe, labor, 6 81
John Thibault, labor, 681
James McKeon, labor, 6 42
Elo^e Gao:n(>n, labor, 6 22
Delphis Dubois, labor, 5 25
Ernest Lassonde, labor, 5 25
Frank Varney, labor, 5 25
Emile Nadeau, labor, 5 25
Joseph Magnan, labor, 5 25
Emile Turgeon, labor, 5 25
Cyrille Marquis, labor, 5 93
John Newell, labor, 5 25
Wilfred Vallee, labor, 5 25
Henry Bolduc, labor, 5 25
Andrew Donovan, labor, 5 25
Jerry Leclerc, labor, 5 25
Oliver Lefebvre, labor, 5 25
George Elwell, labor, 5 25
Joseph Hill, labor, 5 00
Napoleon Houle, labor, 4 58
Eugene Perron, labor, 4 47
Zephirin Lehouillier, labor, 4 47
Henry Fournier, labor, 4 28
Charles L. Rogers, labor, 4 00
Ira Dorr, labor, 3 89
Joseph Fortier, labor, 4 00
Samuel N. Wicks, labor, 3 50
Amedee Cote, labor, 3 50
John Riley, labor, 2 53







Michael G. Casey, labor,
Philippe Gagnon, labor and team,
Joseph U. Gagon, labor and team,
John Varney, labor and team,
P31zear Vachon, labor and team,
John B. Lavoie, labor and team,
Benjamin F. Hanson, team hire,
Hypolite Gauvin, repairs,
James L. Stone, stock and labor.
Napoleon Prue, trucking,
Paul Breton, coal for steam road roller,
Mrs. Maria J. Bignall, sand,





Charles H. Harmon, supplies,
Boston & Maine Railroad, freight.
Total, $5,659 82
Appropriation, $5,000 00





Charlotte M. Chandler, rent,
James H. Joyce, insurance,
Somersworth Water Works, water rent,
Strafford-York Gas Co., gas,
C. Everett Ricker, stock and labor,
Charles C. Bunker, stock and labor,
Albert A. Tapscott, stock and labor,
Total,
Receipts,
Transferred from City hall account.
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Edgar Gagnon, truant officer, $75 00
Alexander Stewart, stock and labor, 62 66
Albert A. Tapscott, stock and labor, 57 69
John E. Sullivan, enumeration of scholars, 50 00
Charles H. Harmon, supplies, 67 00
Victor Nadeau, organ, 60 00
Strafford-York Gas Co., gas, 72 39
The Eree Press Publishing Co., printing and
supplies, 42 95
Kenny Bros. & Wolkins, supplies, 40 60
Stanley "Liquid Soap Co., supplies, 30 00
Amedee Cote, services, disinfecting schools, 35 00
L. E. Knott Apparatus Co.. supplies, 35 51
Ernest S. Eoss, wood, 58 50
Allyn & Bacon, books, 31 61
Erank A. Harvey, supplies, 30 36
Silver, Burdett & Co., supplies, 42 16
Milton Bradley & Co., supplies, '^^'j 60
Clayton R. March, supplies, 28 70
Erank Martin, wood, 45 00
New England Telegraph and Telephone Co.,
service, 30 95
Louis Gregoire, care of lawn at High school, 25 00
Erank Emerson, repairs, 29 20
Mary E. Kelley, care of stock room, 25 00
Joseph Brooks, repairs, 19 26
VVinfred S. Ross, work on diplomas, '7 25
Nellie E. Kearns, compiling and typewriting
annual report, 10 00
Riley and Murnane, supplies, 18 25
Twin State Gas & Electric Co., lightmg, 17 08
Sarah G. McCarthy, ribbon, and work on
diplomas, 20 25
Myron Goodwin, lumber, 16 20
Orient Spray Co., supplies, 20 75
Charles E. Merrill & Co., supplies, 18 03
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A. Lester Faunce, stamped envelopes, $21 24
Somcrville Brush Co., supplies, 12 90
Warren Cartier, wood, 1 1 50
A. B. Gosselin & Co., supplies, 10 50
C. C. Birchard & Co., supplies, 16 40
James McKeon, labor, 10 50
Charles C. Bunker, stock and labor, 10 20
Thomas Kerrigan, labor, 12 25
John B. Morin, supplies, 12 70
Norbert de I'Etoile, repairs, 1 1 05
Somersworth Grocery Co., supplies, * 1 1 38
Alfred Charette, wood, ir 50
Auguste Bouchard, trucking, 8 17
Benjamin F. Hanson, team hire, 9 00
Nellie E. Kearns, services, typewriting, 8 00
Little, Brown & Co., supplies, 835
Mahoney Fountain Co., supplies, 6 50
Melville H. Stone, repairs, 6 05
J. L. Hammett Co., supplies. 5 30
Twin State Gas & Electric Co., supplies, 6 15
Warren Cartier, janitor, Blackwater school, 5 00
Thomson, Brown Co., supplies, 7 00
James W. Murray, supplies, 4 70
C. H. Robinson & Co., supplies, 4 00
Oliver Ditson Co., supplies, 4 73
Leonard O. Day, use of piano, 3 00
Napoleon Prue, trucking, 3 50
American E.xpress Co., expressage, 3 05
Strafford-York Gas Co., supplies, 2 45
Mrs. L. P. Cote, supplies, 2 50
Vital G. Lamb, rent of chairs, 2 10
Arthur Madden, labor, 2 00
David L. Adams, labor, i 50
James Madden, labor, i 75
J. Alec Lanctot, repairs, i 00
Wildreck Vezeau, repairs, i 00
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James L. Stone, repairs, $ 75
Frank L. Tibbetts, repairs, 75
Ephrcni Boucher, repairs, 50
William Charette, trucking, 50




Chandler fund income, 35 30
Dog licenses, 306 30
Literary fund, 433 16




Boston & Maine railroad, freight on stone, $805 86
Essex Trap Rock and Construction Co., crushed
stone, 769 50
Massachusetts Broken Stone Co., crushed stone, 213 12
John W. Hartnett, superintendent, 223 56
Alexcie LaBonte, labor and team, 222 78
Samuel Gage, engineer, 152 25
James Riley, labor, 115 ^3
Fred Charette, labor and team, 105 56
Napoleon H. Gilbert, labor ahd team, 148 89
Benjamin F. Hanson, labor and team, 91 67
Fred Gilbert, labor, ^7 00
Israel Perreault, foreman at car, 83 89
Thomas Mullen, labor, 58 00
Michael Ball, labor, 54 00
Paul Breton, coal for road roller, 52 06
Frank Harvey, supplies, 52 07














Jesse R. Home, labor and team,




Edwin J. York, pipe,
Joseph A. Casgram, labor and teani,
George Ricker, labor,
Archie Gosselin, labor,
Somersworth Grocery Co., supplies,
Cyrus L. Jenness, pipe,




















John N. Haines, waste,
Walter Grant, labor,





Oliver Lefebvre, labor. $27 61












Moses H. Pray, gravel,
W. Ashton Horn, labor and team,
Hilaire Bisson, labor,




Albert A. Tapscott, labor,
James Riley, labor,
Thomas Doyle, labor,
James A. Flanagan, labor,
Joseph Moisan, labor,
Fairfield Grant, labor,
Joseph U. Gagnon, labor,







Old Colony Trust Co., interest on bonds, $6,200 00
The Consolidation Coal Co., coal, 1.457 8o
James A. Flanagan, services as engineer,
Charles Michel, services as fireman,
Boston & Maine railroad, freight,
Frank A. Harvey, supplies,
John Parsons, superintendent,
Charles F. Crockett, services as clerk of board,
William A. Jepson, coal.
National Meter Co., supplies,
Paul Breton, coal,
Schiffer Bros. Coal Mining Co., coal,
Jerry Sullivan, labor,
Thomas F. Mullen, labor.




New England Tel. & Tel. Co., service.
Hart Packing Co., supplies,
Joseph O. Paquette, labor,
Twin State Gas & Electric Co., lighting,
Frank C. Heath, supplies,
Benjamin F. Hanson, team hire,
John Brennan, labor,
John Thibault, labor,
George E. Gilchrist Co., supplies,
Andrew Haley, labor,
Thorne, Neal & Co., coal,
Joseph Poulin, labor,
Auguste Bouchard, labor and trucking,
Crawford, Tolles & Co., insurance,









George W. Knowlton Rubber Co., supplies,
Blake Knowles Steam Pump Works, supplies,
James A. Kearns, supplies,
John N. Haines, supplies,
Boston Clothing House, supplies,
Waldo Bros., supplies,
Henry Croft, labor,
Ruel & Co., wood,
John Parsons, cash paid out,
Adolphe Cote, labor,
A. Lester Faunce, stamped envelopes,
Ephrem Boucher, repairs,
Nellie E. Kearns, compiling and typewriting





















H. 1). Freaman & Co., supplies,
Charles H. Harmon, supplies,
James L. Stone, repairs,
Telesphore St. Laurent, labor,
Louise C. Parsons, services,












American Express Co., e.xpressage,
John Sullivan, labor,




Willey & Emmons, supplies,
Arthur Mason, labor,
Amede Cote, labor.




Oliver St. Laurent, labor,
Lucippe Cliche, labor,
John B. Lavoie, labor,
Joseph U. Gagnon, labor and team,
Ludger Bolduc, labor and team,
Charles F. Crockett, labor and team,
$800
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Charles J. McGuinness, labor, $4 05
Blaisdell's Express, expressage, 2 75
Edwin W. Folsom, supplies, 2 40
Bass & Co., directory, 2 50
Nazaire Plante, repairs, 2 2C
John J. Parsons, labor, 2 50
Harry A. Day, repairs, 2 50
Locke Regulator Co., supplies, 2 01
Eugene Morin, labor, 2 25
James Madden, labor, 2 25
Exavier Turcotte, labor, » 225
Ferdina Langevin, labor, - 2 25
Thomas Jacques, labor, 2 25
Joseph Rouleau, labor, 2 25
Job Soucy, labor, 2 25
Louis Langevin. labor, 2 25
John Stanton, labor, 2 25
James Williams, labor, 2 25
Maurice Chick, labor, 2 25
Fred Fournier, labor, 2 25
Maurice Berry, labor, 2 25
Jules St. Laurent, labor, 2 25
Patrick McCarthy, labor, 2 25
Michael Stanton, labor, 2 25
John Nadeau, labor, 2 25
Aurelle, Breton, labor, 2 25
Joseph Laliberte, labor, 2 25
Ernest Theberge, labor, 2 25
Alfred Verdure, labor, 2 25
Peter Plourde, labor, 2 25
Arsene Demers, labor, 2 25
Oliver Plourde, labor," 2 25
Arthur Perron, labor, 2 25
Henry Routhier, labor, 2 25
Oliver Lefebvre, labor, 2 25
Jerry Leclerc, labor, 2 25
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Telesphore Herube, labor, $2 25
Albert Breton, labor, 2 25
Amedee Turgeon, labor, 2 25
Arthur Lefebvre, labor, 2 25
Antoine Drolet, labor, 2 25
John Nolette, labor, 2 25
Romeo Nadeau, labor, 2 25
Willie Perron, labor, 2 25
Alphonse Lambert, labor, 2 25
William Dion, labor, 2 25
William Dumais, labor, 2 25
Ernest Nadeau, labor, 2 25
George Gauvin, labor, 2 00
Archille Gosselin, labor, 2 00
Peter J. Gahagan, labor, 2 00
Henry Fournier, labor, 2 00
Peter (jagnon, labor, 2 00
Arthur Goulet, labor, 2 00
Edmund I eclerc, labor, 2 00
Peter Gilbert, labor, 2 00
Ernest Lassonde, labor, 2 00
Omer Raymond, labor, 2 88
Israel Chabot, labor, 2 00
Fred Demers, labor, 2 00
Wilfred Cliche, labor, 2 00
Albert W'alkcr, labor, 2 00
Edward Tate, labor, 2 00
Edward Letourneau, labor, 2 00
Patrick Eagan, labor, 2 00
Louis Therrien, labor, 2 00
Alphonse Bishop, labor, 2 00
Wilfred Deshaies, labor, 2 00
Auguste Bishop, labor, 2 00
Walter Grant, labor, 2 00

















Peter Perreault, Jr., labor,




Swift Lubricator Co., supplies,
Charles King, trucking,
George A. Emery, repairs,
Joseph LaBonte, supplies,
Henry Bolduc, labor,
Ernest A. Lothrop, supplies,
Frank Turcotte, repairs,
Great Falls Manufacturing Co., stock and labor,
Albert Gaudette, trucking.
Total expenditures.
Transferred to highway account.
Transferred to schools account.






Norbert tie I'Etoile, rent, Mrs. Charles Drouin,
Sr.,
St. Peter's Orphanage, board, Napoleon Dubreuil,
Hubert Jacques, groceries, Arthur Goulet,
Mrs. Rose Cheney, rent, Mrs. Mary Tardif,
George J. Lauzon, milk, Mrs. Mary Berry,
George J. Lauzon, milk, Mrs. F'red Blood,
John B. Ouellette, rent, Mrs. Patrick Mone,
Paul Breton, fuel, Israel Perreault,
Napoleon Leduc, M. D., medicine to paupers,
Paul Breton, fuel, Mrs. Patrick Mone,
Morris Gookl, rent, Mrs. Paul Mandel,
Joseph LaBonte, groceries, Alexandre Grondin,
Mrs. Archie Houle, board Telesphore St.
Laurent's family,
Paul Breton, fuel, Mrs. John Loughlin,
Samuel Bernstem, milk, Mrs. Paul Mandel,
Hubert Jacques, groceries, Remi Dionne,
George F. Hill & Co., rent, Mrs. John Loughlin,
William Charrette, burial of Mrs. Odiana
Fecteau,
H. D. F'reaman& Co., goods, Francois Lebreux,
Delphine Frechette, shoes, Israel Perreault,
John W. Morrill, board of Joseph Madden,
Mrs. John Goulet, board of two of Mrs. Arthur
Goulet's children,
Morris Goold, rent, Mrs. Arthur Goulet,
Elzear Vachon, milk, Mrs. Hercule Bergeron,
Joseph Gregoire, groceries, Onesime Couture,
William Charrette, burial of Marie Lena
Fecteau,
Paul Breton, fuel, Mrs. Paul Mandel,
Paul Breton, fuel, Mrs. Martha Mason,
Paul Breton, fuel, Onesime Couture,
Paul Breton, fuel, Miss Susan Thompson,
Paul Breton, wood, Mrs. Joseph Demers,
$48
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George J. Lauzon, milk, Remi Dionne, $6 51
Paul Breton, fuel, Francois Lebreux, 6 63
Nellie E. Kearns, compiling- and typewriting
annual report for state board of charities
and correction, 4 00
Paul Breton, wood, Charles Pike, 3 75
Delphine Frechette, shoes, Francois Lebreux, 5 05
Paul Breton, fuel, Mrs. Arthur Goulet, 3 38
Ruel & Co., wood, Mrs. Patrick Mone, 2 oc
A. B. Gosselin & Co., supplies, Mrs. Martha
Leigh ton, 2 00
Alfred St. Laurent, groceries, John Stanton, 2 00
James A. Kearns, groceries, John Stanton, 1 76
Paul Breton, wood, John Stanton, 95
Benjamin ¥. Hanson, team hire, 75
Total expenditure, $3>04i 65
Appropriation, 31,200 00




Alfred Walker, labor, $28 39
Peter Perreault, Sr., 27 8[
David Marquis, labor, 27 42
Joseph Gaudette, labor, 26 44
Jerry Sullivan, labor, 25 67
John Brennan, labor, 24 50
Joseph Roy, labor, 24 31
Fred Gilbert, labor, 23 34
Paul Lambert, labor, 22 17
Cyrille Vallee, labor, 22 17
James Morrison, labor, 21 yS
Adolphe Lacourse, labor, 21 19
Napoleoii H. Gilbert, brick, 21 00
no
Patrick Riley, labor, $20 42
Arthur Lebreux, labor, 20 42
Treffle Fillion, labor, 20 41
Somersworth Grain Co., cement, 18 00
Arsene Dumais, labor, 16 14
James Madden, labor, 14 00
Joseph Perron, labor, 13 78
Joseph Vachon, labor and team, 12 50
Gilbert & St. Hilaire, labor and team, 10 22
Ephrem Boucher, labor, repairs to tools, 10 00
Gideon Cote, labor, 8 17
F'red Lord, labor, 5 44
Auguste Bouchard, labor and team, 2 75
P"'rank Roberge, labor, i 75
Cyrus L. Jenness, pipe, i 45
Total expenditures, $49' 64
Transferred from police court fines and fees
account, $491 64
Repairs on Public Buildings Account.
Charles C. Bunker, repairs,
Joseph Plante, supplies,
Godfrois Gregoire, stock and labor,
Treffle Leclerc, labor,
A. G. Bernier & Son, repairs,
Albert A. Tapscott, repairs,
William V. Hester, repairs,
Joseph Perron, stock and labor,
Frank A. Harvey, supplies,
Total expenditures,







Clarence C. Hanson, damage to horse, by falling
in sewer receiver on High street, $50 00
Thomas F. Brennan, damage to cellar by defec-
tive sewer, 40 00
Cyrille Belhumeur, damage to land and cellar,
by water, 35 00
James H. Joyce, damage to cellar by defective
sewer, 16 40
John P. Murnane, damage to cellar by defective
sewer, 15 00
Felix Cartier, damage to cellar by water from
street, 10 00
Philippe Provencher, destroying tree, and dam-
age to lawn, 10 00
Total expenditures, $176 40
Transferred from miscellaneous license account, $176 40
Band Concerts Account.
Somersworth City Band, series of band con-
certs, 3250 00
Transferred from police court fines and fees
account, $250 00
Road Roller Note.
Buffalo Steam Roller Co., road roller note, $ 1.450 00
Transferred from notes payable account, $i,450 00
I 12
Miscellaneous Account.
J(jhn B. Morin, supplies for board of health,
The C. B. Dolge (^o., supplies for board of
health,
Amedee Cote, services, disinfecting and fumi-
gating,
Fred A. Houle, recording and reporting vital
statistics,
I^iul Tardiff, election dinners and lunches,
wards 3, 4 and 5,
Hartford Steam Boiler Inspection and Insurance
Co., insurance on road roller,
A. Lester Faunce. stamped envelopes, assessors.
New England Telephone and Telegraph Co.,
service, city clerk,
A. Lester Faunce, stamped envelopes, tax col-
lector,
A. Lester Faunce, stamped envelopes, and post-
age, city clerk,
Fred 1-1. Brown, services for assessors,
Willie F. Potvin, groceries. Mrs. Joseph Bolduc,
scarlet fever case,
Mrs. James E. Coyle, election dinners, ward 2,
Napoleon Leduc, M. D., reporting births and
deaths,
Thomas J. Morrison, reporting births and deaths,
Mrs. Demerise Vachon, election dinners and
lunches,
Benjamin F. Hanson, team hire, board of health,
Nellie E. Kearns, services, typewriting,
George W. Nutter, supplies, for board of health,
Edward Bernier, election dinners, wards 4 and 5,
Lazarre Carrier, rent of store, for supervisors,
sessions, 22 00




Benjamin F. Hanson, team hire, assessors, $12 oo
Thomas J. Dougherty, M. D., reporting births
and deaths, 1 1 50
Martin V. B. Wentworth, expense to Concord
and cash paid out, 16 47
Michael O'Malley, distributing inventory blanks, 16 00
Frederick \V. Frost, election dinners, ward i, 13 50
Old Colony Trust Co., commission on bonds, i2 25
Frank A. Harvey, supplies, city clerk's office, 11 50
Roderique Gagnon, conveying Mrs. Gedeon
Breton to N. H. State Hospital at Concord,
by automobile, and service of two attendants,
Patrick Rowan, services as fence viewer,
Frank S. Tompkins, services for assessors,
Romain Couture, stock and labor, ward five ward
room,
Joseph LaBonte, meat and groceries, Mrs.
Joseph Bolduc, scarlet fever case,
Vital G. Lamb, meat, Bazile Letendre, diph-
theria case,
Eli C. Wentworth, election dinners, ward i,
Joseph LaBonte, groceries, Auguste Gagnon,
diphtheria case,
Ruel & Co., wood, Mrs. Joseph Bolduc, s'carlet
fever case,
Vital G. Lamb, meat, Ludger Brunelle, diph-
theria case,
Joseph Vachon, burying nuisances,
John E. Weeden, conveying Mrs. Martha Leigh-
ton to N. H. State Hospital at Concord, 7 59
Ernest A. Lothrop, stock for tax bills for tax-
collector, 6 00
Charles H. Harmon, supplies, city clerk's ofifice, 6 40
William H. Day, supplies, city clerk's ofifice, 5 35




Vital G. Lamb, meat, John Paradis, diphtheria
case, $6 44
A. R. Andrews, supplies, city clerk's office, 6 50
Strafford-York Gas Co., gas, mantle, and ser-
vices, supervisors' room, 5 75
Alfred St. Laurent, groceries, John Paradis,
diphtheria case,
Auguste Bouchard, trucking, city clerk.
The Dover Evening News, publishing notices.
Napoleon Prue, burying nuisances,
Samuel N. Wicks, services, Vv^ard five ward
room,
Alfred St Laurent, groceries, Ludger Brunelle,
diphtheria case,
Walter F. Goodwin, repairs, and supplies f(jr
typewriter,
Rev. Onesime J. Desrosiers, reporting marriages,
Lindsey E. Grant, M. D., reporting births and
deaths,
Benjamin F. Hanson, team hire, mayor,
A. B. Gosselin & Co., rent of stove during super-
visors' sessions,
Town of Berwick, 19 12 taxes,
Paul LaBonte, recording and reporting vital
statistics,
William T. Elliott, M. D., reporting births and
deaths,
Dana B. Mayo, M. D., reporting births and
deaths,
George J. Lauzon, milk, Mrs. Joseph Bolduc,
scarlet fever case.
Napoleon Prue, trucking, for supervisors,
Bass & Co., directory, city clerk's office,
Arthur Guilmette, burying nuisances,
Joseph Lariviere, burying nuisances,
Auguste Bouchard, burying nuisances.
5
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John Stanton, burying" nuisances,
Hugh McGuinness, burying nuisances.
Napoleon Leduc, M. D., cash paid out for ex-
pressage,
A. Lester Faunce, P. O. Box Rent, city clerk.
Napoleon Prue, trucking, ward one, selectmen,
George Gagne, services, ward five ward room,
Benjamin F. Hanson, team hire, truant officer,
Charles E. White, supplies, city clerk's office,
Fred A. Houle, cash paid out for expressage,
Benjamin F. Hanson, team hire, street lights
committee,
Ephrem Boucher, repairs, city clerk's office,
Joseph Vachon, trucking, city clerk's office,
Ruel & Co., wood, ward four ward house,
Orrin N. Billings, milk, Mrs. Joseph Bolduc,
scarlet fever case,
Hermenegile Larochelle, groceries, Eugene Per-
ron, diphtheria case.
Vital G. Lamb, meat, Eugene Perron, diph-
theria case,
Ralph C. Kimmens, return of election warrants,
ward one, 2 00
Walter J. Gilbert, return of election warrant,
ward two, i 00
Edward El well, return of election warrant, ward
two, I 00
Timothy J Cullinan, return of election warrants,
ward three, 2 00
John J. McCarthy, return of election warrants,
ward four, 2 00
Joseph Bourque, return of election warrant,
ward five, i 00
George W. Grant, return of election warrant,
ward five, i 00
Ralph Kimmens, drawing jurors, ward one, i 50
,2
ii6
Edward Elwell, drawing jurors, ward two, $i 50
Timothy J. Cullinan, drawing jurors, ward three, i 50
John J. McCarthy, drawing jurors, ward four, 3 00
George W. Grant, drawing jurors, ward five, 2 00
Paul Breton, wood, Mrs. Thomas Hanaghan,
diphtheria case, i 38
Joseph M. Mathews, hack service, Mrs. Martha
Leighton, i 50
Rev. James H. Brennan, reporting marriages, 2 25
Rev. Elzear N. Durette, reporting marriages, i 75
Rev. x^sa M. Parker, reporting marriages, i 00
Rev. Burton H. Tilton, reportmg marriages, i 00
Joseph Roy, burying nuisances, i 00
Joseph Leclerc, burying nuisances, i 00
Antr)nio Nadeau, burying nuisances, 1 00
Joseph Poitras, burying nuisance, 50
Arthur Madden, burying nuisance, 50
Joseph O. Rainville, burying nuisance, 50
Peter Berube, burying nuisance, 50
Adelard Jeneau, burying nuisance, 50
Magloire Blanchette, burying nuisance, 50
John Thibault, burying nuisance, 50
Henry Croft, burying nuisance, 50
Hermenegile Cote, burying nuisance, 50
WilHam Berube, burying nuisance, 50
Daniel Emmons, burying nuisance, 50
Alphonse Vachon, burying nuisance, 50
Philippe Langelier, burying nuisance, 50
Joseph Brooks, burying nuisance, 50
Joseph St. Hilaire, burying nuisance, 50
Rev. C. Harmandas, reporting marriages, 75
Rev. Elie Poitras, reporting marriages, 50
Rev. Leon Morse, reporting marriages, 50
Fred H. Brown, reporting marriages, 50
Rev. George A. Demers, reporting marriage, 25
Rev. Uldoric Godin, reporting marriage, 25
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Rev. Alvali Draper, i"e[H)rting marriage, $ 25
Rev. Albert E. Kenyon, reporting- marriage, 25
Rev. W. Weir Gilli.s, reporting marriage, 25
Rev. Lyle L. Gaither, reporting marriage, 25
John O. A. Wentworth, reporting marriage, 25
Charles N. Stevens, M. D., reporting births and
deaths, 50
Miah B. Sullivan, M. D., reporting one death, 25
Joseph H. Richard, M. D., reporting birth, 25
Harry O. Chesley, M. D., reporting birth, 25
Mrs. Philomene Amyotte, reporting two births, 50
Paul Breton, wood, supervisors' room, 69
William H. Day, rubber stamp, assessors, 25
Ruel & Co., wood, ward one ward room, 25
Sweetser-Sanborn Co., spray for sanitary officer, 75
Charles H. Harmon, supplies, assessors, 95
American Express Co., expressage, tax collector, 50
Joseph Vachon, trucking for sanitary officer, 50
Alphonse Carignan, cash paid out for election
supplies for ward three, 20
Walter Blaisdell, trucking, for ward i selectmen, 50
Joseph Vachon, trucking for ward i selectmen, 50
A. B. Gosselin & Co., supplies, city clerk's office, 45
Harry R. Whitaker, supplies, city clerk's office, 75
Albert A. Tapscott, labor on typewriter, 50
Total expenditures, $1,248 76




Donations and legacies held by the city for the care of
graves and lots, avenues and mcMiuments in forest Glade
Cemetery, deposited in Somersworth Savings Bank as a
cemetery trust fund, up to March i, 191 3 :
'
Names of Donors Owners of Lots Provided For Am't
Jeremiah W. Orange Jeremy W. Orange S200 00
Sarah Andrews Elisha and Charlis W. Andrews .... 200 00
Frederick B. Underliill Fredericli B. Underbill 25 00
A. A. & A. L. Frost Otis A. Frost 50 00
Edward A. Rollins T). G. and E. A. Rollins 200 00
Sarah A. Rollins Samuel S. Rollins 300 00
Robert L. Ham Robert L. Ham 25 00
Harriet L. Rollins Andrew W. Rollins and others .... 300 00
Helen i\I. Twombly Samuel Twoniblv 100 00
^Tary W. Ricker Mary W. Ricker 100 00
Clementina Bickford Clementina Bickford 50 00
Joanna Lord Joanna and Abigail l^ord 20 00
Amasa Kennison Amasa Kennison 50 00
Alice J. Watson Daniel S. Watson 20 00
Kirk AV. Moses Kirk W. Moses 100 00
Charles L. Chick Charles L. Chick 20 00
Mary A. Hill Hannah E. Home 20 00
Joseph S. Ricker Ricker Lot No. 27, N. E 100 00
Samuel Cirant Samuel Grant 300 00
Calvin RoUins Almira R. Wentworth 50 00
Charles H. Parker Farzina R. Hurd and others 30 00
John Smilie John and Lydia H. Smilie 125 00
Frances S. Huntress Frances S. Himtress 50 00
Mrs. M. J. Home John Home 20 00
Lois Merrill Moses Merrill 50 00
Sophronia Hill John C. Hill 35 00
Mrs. F. J. Rollins Goodwin and Jordan 50 00
Joseph W. Hanson Dr. Jaco)) C. Hanson 60 00
John B. Burrows John B. Burrows 200 00
Jesse W. Whitehouse S. D. and J. W. Whitehouse 100 00
Ephraim B. StiUings Ephraim B. StiUings 25 00
Abbie L. Davis EUzabeth Davis 50 00
Mrs. Kate J. Smith Mrs. Kate J. Smith 100 00
George E. Hubbard Cieorge E. Hubbard 50 00
Joshvia Ham Joshua Ham 60 00
Mrs. Philena Pearl Mrs. Ichabod Pearl 50 00
Mary A. Prouty Dexter B. Prouty 50 00
George W. Lord Mary A. and Margaret Lord 100 00
Joseph Hubbard Joshua R. Hubbard 50 00
Ellas C. Varney Ehas C. Varney 100 00
Louisa T. Davis David and Harrison B. Davis 50 00
Mrs. Ida Brackett Mrs. Ida Brackett 50 00
Mrs. Luella J. Welch Mrs. Luella J. Welch 50 00
Mrs. Olive A. Perkins Enoch Perkins 37 50
Mrs. Ohve A. Perkins Elisha Andrews 37 50
Mrs. Betsey S. Chase I. M. and C. M. Chase 50 00
Mrs. W. B. Brigham Moody Pike 100 00
Mrs. Hannah E. Home James Home 50 00
John R. Poor Joshua and James T. Furber 300 00
Andrew Eastman lohn A. Burleigh 300 00
Mary P. Elliott Dr. Charles F. Elliott 100 00
Mary A. Legro Lot 27, S. E. D 50 00
J. P. and Mary A. Dixon . . . Oliver H. and Mary W. G. S. Lord. . 100 00
Lucy Staples Lucy Staples 50 00
Isabel S. Emery Rufus W. Stevens 100 00
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Names of Donors Owiuts of Lois Provided For Am'l.
Caroline T. Stevens Lntlior and Caroline T. Stevens . . . S 50 0')
Braekett Dore Lot 21. Uiv. 9 50 00
Addie I). Webber James Delano 50 00
Isaac Chandler Isaac Chandler £00 00
Lvdia S. Hamilton Silas M. Hamilton 50 00
Sidnev B. Haves, adm'r Mary B. Wentworth 50 00
Ida M. Clement Lot 31, Northwest 100 00
.loseph A. Stieknev Lot 26 and add's, Eastern Div 400 00
Betsev and Jane B. Holden . Wm. Ilolden 50 00
Sarah" K. Hatch Lot 1, Div. 23 10 ) 00
Cliester Allen, ElizabcthOilson Lots 14 and 16, Div. 12 lOf) CO
Charles K. Bryant Dennis O'Brien 50 00
Mrs. Lvdia C. Oilman Lot 25, S. W lO:) 00
Nancv F. Connor Lot 1, Div. 14. Wm. P. Connor . . . 51) 00
Estate of Henry C. Noycs. . . Lot 10, Div. 10, Henry C. Noyes . . 50 00
Mrs. S. S. Chick Lot 23, E. Div 50 00
Mrs. Oeorge S. Winn Lot 47, N, W 50 00
Darius H. Stoddard Lot 24, N. W 50 o;)
James Henrv Porter Lot 5, Div. 9 .50 00
Mary A. Fernald William P. Fernald 150 00
Mrs. lioxie Tibbetts Lot 6. S. D.. Micah and Horace B.
Tibbetts U 00
Amanda E. Fall Lot 23. S. E., Noah L. Fall 10 ) 00
Martha Oilman Lot 32, S. E,, Levi W. Oilman .... 100 0')
Edwin P. Home Lot 7. Div. 5 100 00
John Pitman lohn Pitman 10.1 )
Al)by Pemberton Abby PemI)erton 5) 00
J. N. Haines J. N. Haines /
Amasa Wentworth Amasa Wentworth > 5) 00
Oeo. W^. Thompson Oeo. W^. Thompson \
John and W. B. Martin John and W. B. Martin 100 00
Mrs. Hannah E. Young Mi-s. Hannah E. Young 25 00
Mrs. Evelvn R. Nowell Lot No, 16. Div. A southerly half . . . 50 CO
Oeorge W. Farnham Lot No. 12. Div. 13 5) 0.)
Mrs. Jennie E. James Lot No. 40, Div, 40 50 00
Wm. B. Martin A. F. Smitli, Lot No. 15 50 00
Sarah Pray Pray and Noyes, Lot No. 18 50 00
Mrs. Sarah A. Shapleigh .... James B. Shapleigh Lot 200 00
Mrs. A. A. Frost O. A. Frost Lot 50 00
Mrs. Sarah E. Smith Lot. No. 1. Div. N. E 10 ) 00
Sumner C. Home, adm'r. . . . James Home Lot 50 00
Susan M. Reed Joseph B. Reed 100 00
Arthur J. Seavey Lot No. 8, Div. 25 100 00
Oeorge A. Foye Frederick Foye
Joseph Hubbard Lot No. 2. Abigail Straw
H. M. Blake Lot No. 31. Hill. Blake and Coleman
J. R. Home, adm'r Lot No. 31. Hill. Blake and Coleman
M. A. Corson Lot No. 37, Ithael Allen
Lavina McCrillis Lot No. 3, Div. No. 23
Mrs. E. N. Hutchins Aaron Maddox Lot
H. E. Wottou Lot No. 5, Div. N. W., Samuel W.
and Louise N. Fox
Lizzie L. James Lot No. 34. Div. S. E.. John James
EUzabeth F. Randall Lot No. 12, Div. 9, John H., Noah
M. and Reuben Randall 100 00
die Hammond Lot D.. S. E., die Hammond 50 00
Mary A. Rand Lot 8, Div. 2, Mary A, Rand 75 00
Irene Lougee Lot A, S. Div,, Irene Lougoo 50 00
George B. McElwaine Lot No. 69, Div. N. W., Wm. Lee . 10 ) 00
Alvira Andrews John W. Babb 100 00
David H. Stacy Hayson Oilman, Lot No. 1. Div. 16 lO't 00
J. L. H. Lowe Almira R. Wentworth 50 Oi)
Mary J. Cochrane Mary J. CowcU, Lot No. 4, Div. 19.
S. E 50 00
Sarah A. Shapleigh Dr. Richard Russell 100 00
Frank H. Stacy Lot No. 23, David H. Stacy 100 00
A. Demeritt loseph C. Woodman, Sarah A.Pierce 25 00
Estate Mary E. Bagley O. J. Bagley 100 00
F. A. Hu.ssey Samuel James 100 00
Lizzie Angell John James 50 00
50
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Mrs. E. .1. Harding Lot No. 25, N. W. Div S 50 00
Fred H. Kolnrts Lot 11, Div. 25 100 00
Lillian Morgan, Wm. T. Lord. Lot 11, Div. N. W., in name of John
H. Horn 50 00
0. L. Shapleigh Perpetual care of lot 50 00
E. J. Ward Lot No. 4, N. W. Div 50 00
Martha R. Nash Perpetual care of lot 50 00
Mary Dyer Perpetual care of lot 100 00
Brackett Dorr Income to be used for flowers 50 00
E. S. Fall and C. S. Page . . . Lot No. 98. Div. 21 100 00
David Scott Perpetual care of lot 100 00
Brackett Dorr For flowers for Decoration Day . . . 200 00
.A.nnie L. Seavey Perpetual care of lot 100 00
H. Linwood Langley Perpetual care of lot 50 00
E. B. Stillings Perpetual care of lot 75 00
Mrs. Lavina Davis Artemas Pratt 100 00
Mrs. Lavina Davis James and Amanda Hanson 100 00
Mrs. Lavina Davis Owen W. Davis 100 00
Dorcas and Ida B. Smith . . . Lot of Levi F. Smith 100 00
John R. Chamberlain Perpetual care 100 00
J. E. Whitney Perpotual care of lot of Annie E.
Hurd 100 00
Mary A. Legro J. S. Legro 100 00
Mrs. Stephen B. Jenness. . . . Stephen B. Jenness 100 00
Elizabeth F. Hume Perpetual care of Fielden lot 100 00
Edwin F. Gowell Georgiana E. Nute 75 00
Sarah J. Barnet Charles E. Swasev 50 00
Alice M. Edgerly James A. Edgerlv 100 00
Mary E. Cayzor Mary E. Cayzor 100 00
Leola S. Worthen Leola S. Worthen 50 00
Mrs. E. S. Roberts Mrs. E. S. Roberts 100 00
Mrs. L. E. Grant Ella O. Ricker 50 00
George I. Roberts Silas Roberts 100 00
Susan H. Pierce Susan H. Pierce 100 00
Susan H. Pierce Henrv H. Brackett 25 00
Wilham H. Tasker William H. Tasker 25 00
Mercy Kennett Robert Hussey 100 00
Mary A. Kidder and Eliza
Gordon Cole. Kidder and Gordon lot 100 00
Mary F. Durgin Marv J. Hopkins 50 00
Wilham M. Nute WiUiam M. Nute 100 00
Charles H. Faunce William Farrar 150 00
H. E. Feineman Baruch Family 50 00
Ghas. E. Lougee Dearborn Lougee 200 00
Addie Chadbourne Daniel Chadbourne and E. B. White 50 00
Emily A. Messer Chas. Messer 50 00
Estate Achsah Hill Isaac Hanson lot 100 00
Mrs. H. F. Oliver Charles Libbey 100 00
Jennie L. Littlefleld Jennie L. Littlefleld 50 00
Alpheus L. Faunce Alpheus L. Faunce 100 00
Brock, adm'r Benjamin Stevens, Dover road .... 400 00
Elizabeth Flynn Care and flowers, lot John Ryan,
Holy Trinity cemetery 140 00
Estate Eugene McCarthy . . . Lot in Holv Trinity cemetery 190 37
L. E. Grant, M.D L. E. Grant. M.D 50 00
1. H., W. B. and Ida A. Earle J. H., W. B. and Ida A. Earle 50 00
Mary Shroeder Mary Shroeder 50 00
Estate of Fannie H. Moore. . Estate of Fannie H. Moore 50 00
A. L. Richards A. D. Faunce 150 00
W. Severance Leola Worthen and Alphonso Lord
Lot 72 98
John B. Ham L. R. Hersom 50 00
Leavitt C. Home Leavitt C. Home 50 00
Prescott B. Kinsman Prescott B. Kinsman 50 00
Lillia Q. Brackett LiUia Q. Brackett 50 00
Estate of Angle Varney Angle Varney 100 00
Thomas Hobbs Thomas Hobbs 100 00
Total S15,603 35







Gilbert & St. Hilaire,






















APPROPRIATIONS FOR THE YEAR 1912.
Resolved by the City Council:
That the following appropriations be made for the
current year:
Memorial day, $ 200 00
Cemetery, 750 00
Street lights, 6,365 00
Interest on general debt bonds, 3,6oo 00
Four general debt bonds, 4,000 00
Three water works bonds, 3,000 00
Soldier's aid, 50 00
Salaries, 5. 300 00
Fire department, 3.700 00
Fire equipment, 800 00
Municipal water supply, 3>ii5 00
Police, 4,400 00
Sidewalks, 3,000 00
Special highway, 2,000 00
Highways, summer and winter, 5,000 00
Schools, 21,000 00
County tax, 8,847 3i
State tax, 12,160 00
Library, 750 00
Library, special, 437 70
Printing, 500 00
Interest on notes, 2,000 00
Pauper, 1,200 00
Garbage, 900 00
Street Sprinkling, ^ 100 00




LOCATION OF FIRE ALARM BOXES.
Boxes.
12 City hall.
14 Main and Spring streets.
15 Indigo Hill and Main street.
16 New Dam Mill section.
23 Myrtle and Green streets.
24 Franklin and Green streets.
25 Tremont and Green streets.
32 Washington and High streets.
35 South and High streets.
41 Highland and Grand streets.
43 Lincoln and Maple streets.
52 Fore and Elm streets.







One stroke of the bell is the all-out signal.
2-2-2 strokes of the bell is for a brush fire, or a fire
seen at a distance, where the department is needed.
One stroke of the bell is the engineer's test.
The above signals are given only by the chief engineer.
GENERAL RULES.
Firemen, as well as citizens, should familiarize them-
selves with the following rules for giving alarms of fire
:
1. Never pull a box for a fire seen at a distance.
2. Never pull a box while the alarm bells are ringing, not
until a box has completed its four rounds. Two
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boxes cannot operate together, and neither will work
if two are pulled at the same time. Never pull two
alarms or two boxes for the same fire.
3. To ring in an alarm, break the glass in the key-box and
open the outside door with the key. Pull down the
brass crank seen inside, till it stops, then let go.
Then let the box alone. The clock will be seen or
heard to be running, and the alarm will follow in half
a minute or so. Close the door, but do not try to
remove the key, as it is locked in a track lock and
can only be removed by a release key, which is
carried by each engineer, who will, as soon as con-
venient, release and return it. Remember that the
firemen will come directly to the box which has been
pulled, and be sure that some one stays at the box to
direct them to the fire.
4. Never pull an alarm for a fire seen at a distance.
Never touch a box except to give an alarm of fire.
Give an alarm for no cause other than actual fire.
Don't give an alarm for a chimney fire.
REPORT
OF THE
SCHOOL BOARD OF SOMERSWOKTH
INCLUDING
A DETAILED ACCOUNT OF THE EXPENDITURES DURING
THE YEAR ENDING FEBRUARY 28, 1913.

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION,
igi2.
Thoimas J. Dougherty, Chairman.
John E. Sullivan, Secretary.
MEMBERS.
Ward I—Sidney F. Stevens, term expires March, 191 5.
Ward 2—John E. Sullivan, term expires March, 1913.
Ward 3—Joseph G. Deshaies, term expires March, 19 13.
Ward 4—Patrick C. Murnane, term expires March, 1913.
Ward 5—Peter M. Gagne, term expires March, 1914.
Appointed by City Council—Thomas J. Dougherty,
M. D., and Fred H. Brown; terms expire March 1914.
Clement P. Roy and Laurent J. Gaudreau ; terms expire
March, 191 5.
Meetings—Third Wednesday in each month. Annual
meeting, first Tuesday in April.
SUB-COMMITTEES.
Finance and claims—Dougherty, Murnane and Gagne.
Qualification of teachers—Brown, Stevens and Dougherty.
Text Books, apparatus and studies—Dougherty, Brown
and Roy.
Music and drawing—Sullivan, Roy and Gagne.
Health and physical culture—Roy, Stevens and Deshaies.
High school—Dougherty, Brown and Stevens.
Grammar school—Murnane, Sullivan and Stevens.
Primary school—Gagne, Roy and Gaudreau.
Ungraded schools—Deshaies, Brown and Gaudreau.
Fuel and heating— Sullivan, Roy and Gaudreau.
Repairs—Brown, Gaudreau and Deshaies.
Manual training— Sullivan, Gagne and Deshaies.
Attendance—Gaudreau, Deshaies and Gagne.
REPORT OF SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS.
To the School Coinniittcc of SoinerswortJi :
Gentlemen : I enclose herewith a report from the
teacher of drawing and the teacher of sewing, the two sub-
jects introduced into thre schools during the past two years
;
the first, now in the second year of its trial, and sewing in
the first. Believing in their adoption, before my recom-
mendation to you, I more than ever believe it was a wise
and i^ractical thing to do, and heartily endorse the judg-
ment of the teachers, as contained in their reports. Of the
seventy-six first-class secondary schools in the state, sixteen
are offering courses in vocational training. In the High
school building, itself, I see but one opportunity to extend
a course, already existmg, namely: in the commercial
course, by the adoption of the School Savings Bank as a
part of their educational work, which could be so organized
as to furnish the material for the study of banking as well
as experience in office practice. The chief object is not so
much the accumulation of money as it is the formation of
the habits of saving.
We have come to measure, within the past few years,
education by a new standard, the standard of individual
achievement. This means that we have begun to differen-
tiate the abilities of children, and to estimate the success of
school work, not in terms of a general standard, but in
terms of what each individual is able to do within the range
of his own abihty. It is evident that so long as individual
teaching prevailed, the evils attendant upon a rigid classifi-
cation could not occur. On the other hand, the spur that
comes from mental contact was unknown. Where large
numbers were to receive their preliminary instruction at
small cost, the emphasis was placed on class teaching and
class organization.
The importance of the individual is now being brought to
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the front, and the principle is rather firmly established that
the school should be organized to meet the varying needs of
the individuals who comprise it ; in other words, the children
are divided according to their power really to grasp a new
point. Thus, the teacher may have as many groups as she
chooses. The pupils may not be grouped in all subjects,
nor is the membership of the groups constant. Pupils may
be promoted from group to group at any time. There may
be two groups in reading, for example, and there may be
three in arithmetic or language ; consequently, the member-
ship of the group is constantly shifting.
By this means, no child is slighted or neglected. The
bright child does thorough work, and is kept up to the
mark by reviews and drills. He learns how to study, and
has time to form habits of study. Children in the slower
group are given more time for instruction, and thus brought
up to grade, although they have not covered as much
ground in all subjects. Every child receives personal at-
tention and instruction from the teacher, and since certain
branches may be taught to the class as a whole, the advan-
tages arising from having the class recite together may be
retained. To be a success requires that the seat work be
carefully planned for, and that the teaching of different
parts of the same general subjects, by different teachers,




REPORT OF THE TEACHER OF DRAWING.
To tJic Superintendent of Schools and the School Com-
mittee of Somerszvorth:
Gentlemen : "Good taste is essentially a moral quality.
Taste is not a part and an idex of morality, it is the only
morality. The first, last and closest trial question to any
living creature is, "What do you like.-*" The entire object
of education is to make people not merely do the right, but
enjoy the right thing. What we like, determines what we
are; and to teach taste, is inevitable to form character."
John Rtiskin.
The end sought in the teaching of drawing in our
schools is the perception of beauty and the power to
express it ; to train the eye to see beauty in things wliich
would otherwise pass unnoticed. It teaches the children
to be accurate and neat, not only in drawing, but in other
subjects as well. As drawing is a sure expression of a
child's mind, we should try to cultivate their minds, also
guide them, so as to obtain the best results, and if we
succeed in what we aim for, our best results will show in
the years to come in plain and simple living, refinement of
dress, and in that nobility of character that comes to all who
love nature.
Much interest has been shown in all the grades and I
feel that a great advance has been made over last year's
work. Constant practice in drawing should be encouraged
in the Primary schools, both because the foundation for
future work is laid there, and because there many of the
children obtain their only instruction.
In the Grammar school it has been a great pleasure
for me to be among the pupils, for they show a great deal
of ability and interest in the subject. It is surprising the
progress they make from one lesson to another. They
deserve a great deal of credit for their efforts and the work
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that they accomplish. The teachers have also shown great
interest in the subject. They have worked and talked
with their pupils and that has enabled me to keep the
interest of the pupils during the year.
In the High school drawing should be required, as it
is now, by all Freshmen and Sophomores, and optional in
the two upper classes. A course in mechanical drawing-
has been started. It will take some time to build up the
course and not much progress will be seen for a while.
I wish to extend sincere thanks to the teachers, who




REPORT OF THE TEACHER OF SEWING.
To the Siipcriiiteiuiciit of Schools, and the School Com-
mittee of SoinersivortJi:
Gentlemen : The introduction of manual training as a
necessary part of education has raised sewing to an art of
great importance. Outside of the practical advantage of
bemg able to use the needle, the mental training, through
hand and eye, has been proved to have a permanent effect
on the character. The training of the hand makes it dex-
trous in other employments, therefore, of equal advantage
to boys and girls in the Primary grades. Again, the appre-
ciation of the many needs in American homes has called
upon the teachers of the household arts to aid in the solu-
tion of these problems in wage-earning communities.
The course in sewing in the first four school years is
selected from many fields. It should never be confined to
one branch of industry. The following occupations all
offer excellent opportunities for the choice of interesting
work in the early grades ; cardboard sewmg, coarse canvass
sewing, cord and rafifia work, spool knitting, crocheting,
weaving, darning, basketry, rug making, and designing.
In the first four grades, the boys and girls should be
together in all of their classes. In our schools, it has been
found practical for boys and girls, in the first five years, to
work together, and both have shown equal interest and en-
thusiasm.
We have completed several articles in each grade, that
are of use in the home and at school. At Christmas time,
the pupils selected an article of their own choice, and made
it as a gift to parent or friend.
While it is necessary to learn stitches and useful sew-
ing, in the early grades, the child should not be allowed to
do fine sewing, as that belongs to the later grades and
older children.
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All of the early steps in household art make an excel-
lent foundation for sewing. The articles made have been
simple in construction and of a character to appeal to their
interests.
Finer and more technical work has been introduced in
the Grammar grades, but here also, the practicing of
stitches has been followed by their application in small arti-
cles. As the pupils gain in cfihciency, cutting and garment
making will be accomplished.
Lessons in drawing and color have accompanied the
course in sewing. The divorce of art from hand-work is
responsible for much of our bad taste in dressing, and the
homes are frequently filled witn vulgar furnishings ; there-
fore, appropriate decoration, correct placing, harmonious
color, and simplicity in result should be gradually attained
through the application of art to the constructed article.
Our aim in all the work in sewing has been to dis-
courage slipshod thought and work, and endeavor to develop
pupils to think quickly and clearly, and to execute well.
The course in sewing has been arranged to cover the
first year in the nine grades, but is subject to changes, to
make it the most beneficial to our pupils, and to meet the




REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON FINANCE
AND CLAIMS.
$21,000 00




Albert A. Tapscott, repairs,
Frank H. Emerson, repairs,
Joseph Brooks, repairs,
Myron Goodwin, lumber for repairs,
Norbert de I'Etoile, repairs,
Charles C. Bunker, repairs,
Melville H. Stone, repairs,
James W. Murray, repairs,
J. Alex Lanctot, repairing clock,
James L. Stone, repairs,




Edward E. Babb & Co., supplies,
A. N. Palmer Co., supplies.
Remington Typewriter Co., typewriter,
Charles H. Harmon, supplies,
Victor Nadeau, organ.
The Free Press Publishing Co., prmting and
supplies,
Kenney Bros, and VVolkins, supplies,
Milton Bradley Co., supplies,
Frank A. Harvey, supplies,
Stanley Liquid Soap Co., supplies,
Clayton R. March, supplies,
L. E. Knott Apparatus Co., supplies,




American Express Co., expressage,
Arthur Madden, labor,
James Madden, labor,
David L. Adams, services,





Ginn & Co., books,
American Book Co., books.
Silver, Burdette & Co., books,
D. C. Heath & Co., books,
Allyn & Bacon, books,
Chas. E. Merrill Co., books,
C. C. Birchard & Co., books,
Little, Brown & Co., books,
Thompson, Brown Co., books,
Oliver Ditson Co., music books,




Somersvvorth Water Works, ^I45 96
Insurance.
(Crawford, Tolles & <
SALARIES OF TEACHERS.
John R. Pugsley, principal, ^1,400 00
John R. Uniack, High, 600 00
M. Evangeline Keefe, High, 600 00
Eva C. Tibbetts, High, 600 00
Ellen H. Kingsbury, High, 600 00
Benjamin S. Mooney, Grammar, 8th Grade, 1,000 00
Alicia Lawler, " 7th " 500 00
Alice M. Hodsdon, " 7th " 500 00
Annie L. Hodsdon, " 6th " 500 00
Stella Downing, " 6th " 500 00
Mary F. Kelley, primary, 5th Grade, 500 00
Annie F. Sullivan, " 5th " 500 00
Lillian M. VVeeden, " 4th " 450 00
Fannie A. Gate, " 4th " 450 00
Lizzie M. Drew, " 3rd " 450 00
Louise C. Parsons, " 2nd " 450 00
Abbie G. Keating, " 2nd " 450 00
Bessie L. Freeman, " ist " 450 00
Julia G. McCarthy, " ist " 45000
S. Agnes Locke, " ist " 45000
Mary A. Minehan, " ist " 450 00
Teresa F. Mack, " ist " 45000
Bessie Mullen, Ungraded, Blackwater, 450 00
Alma B. Roy, drawing, 450 00
E. Maude Andrews, sewing, 450 00
Minnie L. Eaton, music, 475 00
GRADUATING EXERCISES, CLASS 1912, S. H. S.
Graduating Exercises of the Class of 191 2, Somersvvorth
High School, at Somersworth Theatre, Thursday even-
ing, June 20.
Class Motto: "Fideli Certa Merces."
Program.




Rev. Asa M. Parker.








Girls' Chorus, Morn-Rise, Czibnlka
*EssAY, (3)
Mildred Annette Kinsman.
Shall Suffrage Be E^xtended to Women }
Avis Vivian Goodwin.















Note—Figures after announcement of parts designate order of stand
ing for honor parts. 'Excused.
Class Ode.
We are standing to-night on the threshold of life,
Prepared to contend with its cares and its strife
;
Yet still we are sad that the time has drawn nigh
When we to each other must murmur "Good-bye."
We've labored together through storm and through sun,
And hope that our work has been faithfully done :
Still let us push onward up hill and o'er vale,
With courage undaunted, and never say fail.
Perhaps, when around us life's battlefield lies.
To days of our youth we will turn longing eyes ;
And though the swift years o'er our heads may slip by.
We ne'er can forget joys at Somersworth High.
Then firm be our step as the pathway we tread
With hearts free from sorrow, from care and from dread.
In the home of the blest, in the mansions serene




Michael Reilly McGreal, Tvlichael Rowan Moran,
Mildred Annette Kinsman, Edward James Flanagan,
Albert Edward Colburn, Lorenzo Alec Brunelle,
Avis Vivian Goodwin, Joseph Ulric Jacques,
Mildred Marguerite Hammond, William Ernest Kennedy,
Lenora Mclntire, Louise Marie Crawford,
Dora May Leonard, Louise Crawford Home,
Flora Mae Dufney, Alfred Joseph Roberge,
Leigh Herbert Pray, Patrick William Duggan.






MARCH I. iyi2, TO MARCH i. 19 13.
19
WATER COMMISSIONERS.
ARTHUR J. SEAVEY, Chairman.
CHARLES F. CROCKETT, Clerk.
FRANK E. HOBBS.
Arthur J. Seavey, elected March 26, 1907;
term expires June 16, 19 13.
Charles F. Crockett, elected March 28, 1908;
term expires, June /6, 1914.
Frank E. Hobbs, elected March 27, 1912;
term expires June 16, 191 5.
REPORT OF WATER COMMISSIONERS.
To the Honorable Mayor, and City Council:
Gentlemen : In accordance with the city ordinances,
your board of water commissioners herewith submit the
following annual report for the year ending February 28,
1913-
Following the usual custom, the commissioners met at
their office in the city building, June 17, 1912, and orga-
nized by electing Arthur J. Seavey, chairman, and Charles
F. Crockett, clerk. John Parsons was elected superinten-
dent of the water works; James A. Flanagan, engineer;
and Charles Michel, assistant engineer at the pumping
station.
PUMPING STATION.
The pumping station carries the usual amount of insur-
ance. The old cylinders in the large pump have been
replaced by new ones, so that the pumps are in good
condition, and other repairs have also been made, when
necessary. During the past year, plans and specifications
have been received from three different firms of competent
engmeers, for replacing the smaller pump with a larger one,
but nothing definite as yet has been done.
Under the orders of the Special Committee of the City
Council and the Water Commissioners, a contract has been
made with the Electro Bleaching Gas Company, to estab-
lish a plant at the Pumping Station, under a guarantee that
their liquid chlorine will kill all bacteria, and especially
typhoid germs, and expect to have it installed in the near
future.
FILTER BED.
The filter bed has had its usual cleaning, and about




P^ive new services have been laid during the year,
making a total of 958.
METERS.
There have been added twenty-one new meters during
the year, making a total of 317 now in use.
Receipts and Expenditures from March i, 1912, to
March i, 1913.
RECEIPTS
Balance on hand March i, 1912, $ 407 33
Faucets, 5.321 50
Bath tubs, 89 01
Water closets, i.i 77 36
Urinals, 2 50
Special rates, 3.673 90
Hose, 138 50
H orses, 59 00
Cows, 2 00
Heating apparatus, 8 00
Service pipes, 27 00
Meters, 5,038 37
Meter rents, 297 44
Total, ^16,241 91
Abatements, 660 45
Amount collected, $15,581 46
Of this amount $486.50 is uncollected from the previous
year.
149
Bills Approved for Payment, with the Various De-




Summary Account Showing Earnings, Receipts and
Expenditures from March i, 1912, to March i, 1913.
Bills collected by superintendent, $15,581 46
Rills approved, 14,067 75
Balance, $1,51 3 7'
Owing to the high price of coal for the past year, and
the many repairs that have to be made, on account of the
length of time that the system has been in operation, we







The following is a statement of the water works bonds,
showing the date when they mature :
Four bonds of ^i,ooo each, maturing October i, 191
3
l^'our bonds of ^1,000 each, maturing October i, 1914
Four bonds of 51,000 each, maturing October i, 1915
Four bonds of $1,000 each, maturing October i, 1916
Four bonds of $1,000 each, maturing October i, 191
7
One hundred and thirty-two bonds of $1,000 each, matur-
ing October i, 191 8.
Total amount of bonds, $152,000, with interest at four
per cent.
REPORT OF SUPERINTENDENT.
To the Board of Water Cornviissioners
:
Gentlemen : The following report of the superintend-
ent for the fiscal year ending February 2%, 191 3, is respect-
fully submitted.
PUMPING STATION.
The pumps have worked continuously. The boilers
have been duly inspected and favorable reports received
from the Fidelity and Casualty Company.
The pumping station has been thoroughly overhauled,
and repairs made, when necessary, and is now in good
working condition.
STAND PIPE.
The stand pipe and a few minor leaks have been re-
paired during the year.
HYDRANTS.
Every hydrant in the city has been tested and repairs
made when necessary.
DISTRIBUTION PIPING.
Leak in 8-inch main, Back street; leak in lo-inch
main, Main street ; leak in 8-inch main. Main street ; leak
in 16-inch main, Rochester street.
SERVICES.
Five new services have been laid during the year,
making a total now in use of 958. Repairs have been made
to many, owing to leaks, principally goose necks.
During the past year, plans and specifications have
been received from three different firms of competent engi-
neers, for replacing the smaller pump with a larger one,
but nothing definite as yet has been done.
Under the orders of the Special Committee of the City
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Council and the Water Commissioners, a contract has been
made with the Electro Bleaching Gas Company, to estab-
lish a plant at the Pumping Station, under a guarantee
that their liquid chlorine will kill all bacteria, and especially
typhoid germs, and expect to have it installed in the near
future.
About three hundred cubic yards of sand has been
replaced on the filter bed, which we believe will be of great
benefit.
METERS.
There have been added twenty-one new meters during
the year, making the grand total now in use 317, classified
as follows :
Dwellings, 284










R. R. depots, 2
G. A. R. hall, I
A. O. H. hall, I
Total, 317
Owned by the department, 312
;
private, 5.
Cash received from March i, 191 2, to February
28, 1913, $15,174 13
Balance on hand March i, 191 2, 407 33
$15,581 46
Paid city treasurer, Arthur J. Seavey, 15,307 33
Balance on hand, $274 13
'54
Uncollected from water takers, $486 50
In closing, I desire to express my thanks for the many
kindly expressions from the gentlemen of the board, and to
all those with whom it has been my pleasure to meet in my
capacity as superintendent of the Somersworth Water
Works during the past year.
JoH.N Parsons,
Superintendent.
Somersworth, N. H., February 28, 1913.
ENGINEERS REPORT.
To the Board of Water Coiinnissioucrs, Sonicrsivort/i, i\'. H.:
Gkntlemen: I herewith respectfully submit the fol-
lowing report, covering the twelve months from March i,
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